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Samenvatting:

In dit afstudeerwerk zlJn de transmissie-aspekten onderzocht van het

DOCDATA-syteem, een systeem voor electronische overdracht per satelliet

van documenten met veel pictorale informatie. De overdracht van deze

documenten dient te geschieden met hoge resolutie en hoge betrouwbaarheid,

tot uiting komend in een Bit Error Rate (BER) kleiner dan 10-8 gedurende

99% van de tijd.

Bij het ontwerpen van het DOCDATA-systeem is nauw gelet on het afgeronde

concept voor het APOLLO-systeem, een systeem voor overdracht per satelliet

van grote hoeveelheden data - waaronder ook documenten - met als eis een

BER ~ 10-6 gedurende 99% van de tijd.

Omdat in de afstudeeropdracht als eis was gesteld dat het DOCDATA-systeem

ontwerp compatibel diende te zijn met het APOLLO-systeemconcept, werd de

technische optimalisatie van het DOCDATA-systeem in hoge mate beperkt.

De ontwerpen van beide systemen zijn daardoor in grote lijnen indentiek,

echter zijn een aantal modificaties voorgesteld om de vereiste BER ~ 10-8

te garanderen.

Bovendien is een beschrijving gegeven voor een experimenteel systeem voor

overdracht van documenten van de THE naar het NLR in Amsterdam, waarbij

zoveel mogelijk gebruik wordt gemaakt van de in de vakgroep Telecommunicatie

aanwezige apparatuur en faciliteiten voor satellietcommunicatie.

In dit afstudeerwerk is voorts een interaktief computernrogramma ontwikkeld

ter berekening van link-budgetten voor digitale transmissie per satelliet.

Verder zijn in het verslag aanbevelingen opgenomen voor nader onderzoek.
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Summary

In this report a discussion is presented of the transmission part of the

DOCDATA system, an electronic document delivery system by satellite

for documents containing large amount of pictorial information.

The discussion not only restricts to the DOCDATA system. Also the

relation with the Euronean APOLLO concept for electronic document

delivery by satellite is discussed.

After an introduction of the APOLLO concept and the DOCDATA system, the

APOLLO transmission system is described in detail to achieve the

requirements for an APOLLO compatible DOCDATA transmission system.

Because the compatibility with APOLLO restricts the technical

optimalization of the DOCDATA transmission system, a discussion is

given of possible modifications to optimize the DOCDATA transmission

system.

The technical analysis of the possible transmission s~stem configuratior~

lead to a PJoposal for experiments, which could be performed to achieve

the most appropriate system configuration.

Besides the discussion of the DOCDATA transmission system, an interactive

computer program is developed to calculate the link budget of a digital

satellite link.

The report ends with conclusions and recommendations for further

investigations and developments.
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Introduction

With the present telecommunication facilities and computer databases,

it is possible to search for and order documents on-line. However, after

ordering a document it can take days before a hard copy of the document

is received. The Commission of the European Communities (CEC) approached

the European Space Agency (ESA) concerning a pilot experiment using a

high-speed digital satellite link as a vehicle for electronic document

delivery. As a result of this approach the APOLLO Working Group was

established and the .~OLLO concept formulated.

In response te a "Call for proposals for experiments on electronic

document delivery and electronic publishing", sent out by the CEC,

a co-operation of the Dutch National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) ,

Eindhoven University of Technology (EDT) and Hollandse Signaalapparaten

BV. (Signaal), offered a joint "Indication of Interest" . After

explanation of the DOCDATA proposal to representatives of the Dutch

Ministry of Education and Sience a proposal for experiments in the

Netherlands was presented. The main purpose of DOCDATA is the definition

of an operational electronic document delivery system for documents

with a large content of nictorial information.

In this report a discussion is presented of the transmission part of

the DOCDATA system. The main objectives of the work presented are:

Discussion of the possible system configurations suitable for

DOCDATA transmission, taking into account compatibility with the

APOLLO concept.

Description of experiments to evaluate the proposed system

configurations to achieve an appropriate transmission system for

DOCDATA.

Develop an interactive computer program, capable of calculating the

link budget of a digital satellite link.

After describing the APOLLO concept and the DOCDATA project, an APOLLO

compatible DOCDATA transmission system is discussed. Compatibility with

APOLLO restricts the technical optimalization of the DOCDATA transmission

system. Therefore a discussion of possible modificatior~ is presented,
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2 The "~LLO concept

2.1 Historical background

With the present telecommunication facilities and host computers with

databases, it is possible to search for and order all kinds of scientific

and technical documents on-line. However, after ordering a document it

can take days or even ~eeks before a hard copy of the document is

received. In the eRrly eighties several developments were started to come

to systems for electronic publishing and document delivery, for instance

by the Directorate-General XIII (Information Market and Innovation) of

the commission of the European Communities (CEC) [1] .

Documents which are electronically digitised can be stored in a memory,

for instance a digital optical recorder. After ordering a document it

can be quickly transmitted to the user by means of a suitable

telecommunication system. Because of the large transmission capacity

required for fast delivery of electronic document records, terrestrial

data and telecommunication networks are not suitable at the moment.

Although in the future terrestrial networks, based on the concept of

Intergrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) may be capable of handling

bulk data transport at high rates for systems as mentioned above, satellite

links are at present the most appropriate facilities for such delivery

systems. Accordingly, the CEC approached the European Space Agency (ESA)

concerni~g a pilot experiment using a high-speed digital satellite link

as a vehicle for electronic delivery of documents. As a result of the

approach of the CEC, the APOLLO Working Group was established and the

APOLLO concept formulated [2] .

2.2 Outline of the APOLLO concept

The APOLLO concept was evolved as a system for document delivery from

documentation centres to remote users such as local libraries by means

of a satellite link [2] . The original concept has been broadened in
order to apply to a wide range of applications requiring the transmission

of long data bursts such as:

delivery of digital facsimile records of documents

bulk delivery of text documents

facsimile page transmissions (remote printing of
newspapers etc. )
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electronic post
•

(multi destination) data base transfer

transfer of images generated by high-resolution
computer graphic systems

The objectives of APOLLO are diverse. Technically the objectives are:

to provide experience in the design t cost and operation of an advanced

innvative information transfer system t using high-speed digital satellite

links to small earth stations t and to give trial users the opportunity

to assess the value and utility of high-speed transfer of digital

infonnation. Economically, APOLLO provides a framework to stimulate and

accelerate the creation of a market for European-made earth stations

and information technology products, required for high-bandwidth

infonnation transfer systems. SociallYt APOLLO stimulates the demand

for high-speed digital services using satellite communication or, in

the future, high-bandwidth terrestrial neh~orks such as ISDN.

The satellite transmission system of APOLLO is a store-and-forward

high-speed digital transmission systen specially designed to handle long

data messages. The system will use a high-speed digital carrier in the

ECS part of the Satellite Hultisenrices System (ECS/SMS) of EUTELSAT.

The SMS system operated by EUTELSAT runs in a continuous mode and

provides its users with low bit-error-rate (BER) circuits. The APOLLO

system builds on this to provide sequential access (long data bursts t
quasi-continuous transmission) a~d higher-level features such as error

control t flow control and networking. These features are provided

by APOLLO-specific equipment added on to the SMS system. The transmission

system is discussed in Chapter 4.

The APOLLO system uses the satellite system in the "forward" direction

cnlYt i.e., from central archives to remote users. This allows the use

of receive-only earth stations. Only information which because of its

characteristics would require or benefit from the capabilities of the

satellite link t should be transmitted through the satellite. Other signals,

such as information orders t retransmission requests, etc., should be

routed via low-capacity terrestrial networks.

The information sources (source data stations) in the system will be

connected via digital terrestrial links to transmit earth stations.
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These stations could be shared with other applications of the ECS/~1S

system. Information sinks (sink data stations) will be connected

to receive earth stations (fig. 2.1). These receive earth stations

could be either small (and thus low-cost) receive-only earth stations

sited near, or on, the premises of the users, or shared ECS/SMS earth

stations where the data stations might be distant from the earth

station and copnected by digital terrestrial links to suitable earth

stations.

In order to time-share the use of the same carrier in the ECS/~S

satellite reoeater among several transmit earth stations, a demand

assigned sequential satellite access system is required to ensure

that transmissions from different earth stations do not collide at

the input of the satellite repeater. This feature of the satellite

access system makes it compatible with the Single Channel Per Carrier

(SCPC) arrangement in the ECS/~1S system, as well as with the use of

small receive-only earth stations. The satellite access protocol is

discussed in [4] .

The APOLLO network shall provide initially two types of transport

service:

- the Basic Service, which is ooerated connection-less (CL)

over the satellite link and which shall provide an

information BER of less than 10-6 for 99% of the time.

For this Basic Service no terrestrial backward channel is

required;

- the Enhanced Service, which uses a terrestrial return

link with the forward satellite path such that a (virtually

error free) connection-oriented (CO) service can be

implemented between two data stations. The terrestrial

channels will be used for exchange of flow and error

control information between the data stations.

Two modes of operation shall be implemented:

- the point-to-point mode, which shall be comoatible with

either tyoe of service;

- the point-to-multipoint or broadcast mode, which shall

be operable with the Basic Service only.
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Both the type of service as the mode of operation will be selected by

the source data station. It will be possible to introduce, in a latter

stage, an Improved Basic Service which is operated in the same way

as the Basic Service, but which will employ additional concatenated

coding in order to achieve an information BER less than 10- 10 for 99%

of the time.

EUTELSAT allocates the frequency of the carriers of the users of its

satellites, and re-allocates them from time to time if necessary.

Therefore no specific provisions have to made in the APOLLO system

design for the introduction of additional carriers in the event of

increasing traffic demand.
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3 The DOCDATA project

3.1 Objectives of the DOCDATA project

In November 1982 the CEC sent out a "Call for proposals for experiments

on electronic document delivery and electronic publishing" [1 ] .

The objective of this call was the stimulation of experiments which

would test the user's acceptance and the economical and orginizational

aspects of electronic document transfer. In response to this call,

a cooperation of the Dutch National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) , as

coordinator, Eindhoven University of Technology (EDT) and Hollandse

Signaalapparaten B.V. (Signaal) offered a joint "Indication of

Interest" to the CEC [5] .

After an explanation of the DOCDATA proposal to representatives of the

Ministry of Education and Science it was agreed that the NLR, in

cooperation with EDT and Signaal, would present a proposal for

experiments in the Netherlands to the Ministry of Education and

Science [6] . The DOCDATA proposal concentrates on an electronic

document delivery system for documents with a large content of

pictorial information.

The main purpose of DOCDATA is the definition of an operational

system capable of electronic document delivery and the setting up and

testing of such an operational system. Within the project, attention

will be given to the electronic storage and retrieval of documents,

the (de-) compression of document data without loss of reconstruction

quality and the transmission of document data from an electronic

archive to the storage or reconstruction equipment of the user via a

satellite link. A satellite link is used because of the large

transmission capacity required for fast delivery of electronic

document records.

In view of the experience of the ~LR with document handling within

remote sensing (earth observation) data, it is to be expected that

the scientific documents necessary for experiments can be selected

from the ~LR library and data archive on this subject.

To avoid a variety of document transfer systems using satellite

links, the DOCDATA system will be kept compatible with the APOLLO
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concept, which was briefly described in Chapter 2.

3.2 Description of the DOCDATA project

With the DOCDATA system a document can be digitised, for instance by

a scanner, and stored in an electronic archive. To limite the required

storage capacity, the digital data can be compressed before storage.

Following an order for a document via a terrestrial telecommunication

link the pertinent document data will be transmitted to the user via

a digital satellite link. A possible system configuration is given

in fig. 3.1 .

Within the DOCDATA project the possible applications of an electronic

document delivery system shall be investigated as well as the

requirements regarding the different elements of the system [6J

3.2.1 Recording and reproduction

The requirements for digital recording and reproduction of documents

depend on the structure of the documents depend on the structure of

the documents (text, graphic, image, etc. ) and on the reproduction

quality required. For character-coded documents the reproduction

quality depends mostly on the printer that is used. As stated

previously, the DOCDATA system specially deals with documents containing

a large amount of pictorial information. Therefore facsimile-like

recording will be necessary, and the reproduction quality predominantly

will de~end on the resolution which is used to digitise the document.

The recording and reproduction techniques and equipment shall be

defined taking into account the required reproduction quality.

3.2.2 Compression

A high-resolution digitised A4 page consists of many ffuit of data.

To reduce the required storage capacity, the digital data can be

compressed by data-compression algorithms. The choice of the data

compression algorithm depends on several aspects such as the data

characteristics and the required reproduction quality. Regarding

these different aspects, the proper data-compression algorithm shall

be defined, taking into account, the studies the NLR is doing for ESA [8J.
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3.2.3 Storage and retrieval

Different storage mediums like magnatic discs and digital optical

recorders (DaR) can be used to store the digital document record.

By a comparative survey a choice shall be made for the most suitable

storage medium to build a smal document archive. To set up such an

electronic document archive, strategies must be specified for storage

and retrieval of the documents.

3.2.4 Transmission

The requirements for the transmission of the documents depends among

other aspects on the acceptable BER and the cost and complexity of the

equipment to be used. The selection of the transmit and receive

equipment depends on these requirements. To establish a useful system

concept for the satellite communication link some choices will be

fixed such as the satellite and transponder to be used, the antenna

diameters and the bitrate. The proposed experiments [6] to develop a

system concept for DOCDATA based on reality, will be carried out on

a point-to-point telecommunication link between archive and user.

The system conce~t of DOCDATA shall be based on this without losing

the possibility to enlarge the system to an operational document

delivery system with more archives and users. Also the transmission

part of the system shall be kept compatible with the APOLLO concept

to avoid the necessity of different equipment, if both electronic

document delivery systems were to be used.

A central host computer shall handle the data transfer between the

different system comnonents, including the interfacing. Depending

on the actions to be taken it shall be decided wether this will be

done automatically or under operator instruction.

If possible, the system concept will be defined in a modular way in

order to have the possibility to test different types of system

components. In the DCCDATA proposal to the Dutch :1inistry of Education

and Science [6J a system configuration for the experimental phase,

phase 1 of the DOCDATA project,is given using the available equipment,

fig. 3.2.
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Providing host cornouter and recording and reproduction equipment the

RESADA system for image analysis is available at the NLR. The NLR also

has experience concerning the compression and decompression of remote

sensing images. A derived version of the system for (de-) compression

of remote sensing images can be used for compression and decompression

of docurnents(CADDOC). For storage of the digitised and compressed

documents use can be made of a digital optical recorder of Signaal.

Furthermore the existing equipment for satellite communication

experiments at BUT and the experience of the telecommunication division

can be brought into the DOCDATA project.

•
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4 The APOLLO transmission system

4.1 General

The transmission system of DOCDATA will resemble the transmission

system of APOLLO, because both systems employ a high-speed digital

satellite link in the forward direction for electronic delivery of

documents in an operational environment with several sources and many

users. Compatibility of the DOCDATA transmission system with the

transmission system of APOLLO will be required and so the resemblance

extends beyond the block diagram of the transmission system (fig. 4.1),

as will be discussed in chapter 6. In this chapter the APOLLO transmission

system is discussed.

There are three categories of data stations connected to the electronic

document delivery system:

data stations that only transmit information throug the

APOLLO network (source data stations)

data stations equipped to receive information only

(sink data stations)

data stations equipped to receive and transmit information

(source/sink data station), i.e. information suppliers

who may also want to receive information from other Sllppliers.

The information transfer is mainly one-way, from a supplier (source/sink

data station). In this direction a high-capacity link is required.

Since switched wideband terrestrial links are not yet available on

demand, a satellite link will be used. For reception acknowledgements

and retransmission requests, a return link w=.ll be required. For this

purpose a low-capacity link will suffice. The existing switched

terrestrial PTT networks can readily provide such a link.

4.2 System configuration

In fig. 4.1 the configuration of the transmission system is presented.

The transmit-and-receive earth stations (ES-T/R ) consist of two parts.

The transmit part, with a transmit channel unit (CHU-T) and IF/RF lIDit,
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IS complementary to the receive part with a RF/IF unit and a receive

channel unit (CHU-R). An antenna is also part of the earth station

and is used for transmitting as well as receiving the RF signals.

The receive-only earth station (ES-R) is similar to the receive part

of the ES-T/R, fig. 4.2 .

The source and source/sink data stations will be connected to the

data station controller (DSC-T/R) of the ES-T/R. This DSC-T/R will

be connected via the satellite access controller (SAC) to the CHU-T

or CHU-R of the ES-T/R. The sink data stations can either be

connected to an ES-T/R or to an ES-R. If a sink data station is

connected to an ES-T/R, the situation is similar to the sink part of

a source/sink d~ta station. Connection of the sink data station to

an ES-R will be done via a data station controller (DSC-R) of the

ES-R. The data transfer mechanism is described in [4J .

In the event one earth station handles several data stations connected

to it through terrestrial digital networks, the DSC-T/R or DSC-R will

handle the multiport interface with the data stations .
•

l~en receive-only earth stations are located near or on the premises

of the sink data station user, the DSC-R serves only one sink data

station. This greatly symplifies the design of the DSC-R and makes it

compatible with the concept of receive-only earth stations, serving

only one end-user.

For the connection-oriented (CO) service the terrestrial network is

used to transmit service messages such as flow and error control

messages between communicating DSCs as well as to transmit information

requests and acknowledgement messages from sink data stations to

source data stations.

4.3 System elements

4.3.1 Data Station Controllers (DSCs)

Communication between data stations and the DSCs via terrestrial links

is governed by the x. 25 nrotocol, providing virtual error-free data

transfer [9J . The data rate will be 64 kbit/s or multinles of that.

Two types of DSCs can be distinguished [3J :
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- a biderectional transmit-and-receive DSC (DSC-T/R)

- an unidirectional receive-only DSC (DSC-R)

In addition to the interface function described above, the DSC-T/R

will provide a buffer to assemble data in blocks and format the data

according to the network and link protocol. Furthermore the DSC-T/R

provides an interface to the SAC.

A receive-only earth station does not need a SAC, so the DSC-R should

provide an interface to the CHU-R of the ES-R as well as to the data

stations, and support the satellite access protocol (SAP). In the first

APOLLO concept proposals [2J [10J a receiver access controller (RAC)

was introduced to support, in the receive mode, the SAP. This RAC is

now intended to form an intregral part of the DSC-R.

For the CO service, the DSC-T/R and DSC-R with which it communicates

interact, according to the .~LLO link protocol (ALP) [4J[11] , via

terrestrial networks connecting the DSCs to perform flow and error

control of the satellite transmission. The DSCs also store and update

system status infonnation which will be delivered to the connected

data station upon request.

4.3.2 Satellite Access Controller (SAC)

In order to time-share a satellite channel among different transmit

stations, a demand-assigned sequential access system is required.

The protocol to handle the demand-assigned aequential access, called

th.e satellite access protocol (SAP), is implemented in the SAC.

The SAP is discussed in [4J L121 . Besides implementing the SAP the

SAC provides an interface to the DSC-T/R as well as to the CHUs of

the ES-T/R.

4.3.3 Channel Units (CHUs)

There are two types of Gills:

- a transmit Channel Unit (CHU-T)

- a receive Channel Unit (CHU-R)
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Both types are present in a transmit-and-receive earth station, while

a receive-only earth station obviously only needs a CHU-R.

The CHU-T consist of framing equipment, a scrambler, a Forward

Error Correcting (FEC) encoder and a QPSK modulator. The CHU-R

consists of a QPSK demodulator, a FEC decoder, a (multi-) frame

synchroniser and a descrambler, all matching the corresponding

equipments in the CHU-T .

.APOLLO will use a carrier in the ECS/~1S transponder. Therefore the

CHU functions such as (multi-) framing, (de-) scrambling and

(de-) coding must be nerforrned according to the ECS/SMS specifications

[13J . The user bit rate will be 1536 kbit/s (24x64 kbit/s) which

after SMS framing becomes 1638.4 kbit/s. Due to the rate ~ FEC coding

the bit rate on the satellite channel will be 3276.8 kbit/s.

4.3.4 RF/IF Units

The modulated signal from the CHU-T will be converted by an IF/RF unit

up to a centre frequency in the 14.000 to 14.083 GHz band which can

be received by the ECS/SMS transponder. After amplification by a

high-power amplifier (HPA) the signal will be fed to the antenna

of the ES-T/R.

A RF/IF unit on the downlink receive side of the satellite link

consists of a low-noise amplifier (LNA) to amplify the radio frequency

(RF) signal before it is downconverted to an intermediate frequency

(IF) which can be handled by the CHU-R . The downlink frequency band

of the ECS/SHS transnonder is 12.500 to 12.583 GH:.

The centre frequency of the APOLLO carrier will be allocated by

EUTELSAT within the 5\15 system. Although this frequency will normally

remain fixed for long periods, users should be able to change carrier

frequency if ~ecessary. It is possible that fl20LLO, in a latter stage,

needs to be relocated to another transponder or satellite operating

in the frequency band allocated to the Fixed Satellite Service (FSS) ,

so it is desirable to be able to change the frequency within the

entire FSS frequency band.
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5 .~OLLO protocols

To obtain the requirements for the DOCDATA transmission system in

order to be compatible with APOLLO it is necessary to know the

APOLLO transmission concept as well as the APOLLO protocols, which

describe the exchange of data in the APOLLO network.

In order to facilitate the exchange of datacommunications, international

standards have been developed. A standard is the Open System

Interconnection (OSI) protocol hierarchy adopted by the International

Standards Organisation (ISO) . The communication protocols defined

for APOLLO cover the three lower levels of the ISO-OSI model.

The r\POLLO Network Protocol (ANP) covers level 3, the network level

according to the ISO-OSI model. It defines the protocol driven functions

of the network interface. The APOLLO Link Protocol (ALP) covers

level 2, the data link level. It defines the treatment of errors and

the data format. The APOLLO Physical Protocol covers the lowest

level of the ISO-OSI model. It defines the physical interfaces and

the sigr.al structure on the physical links. Furthermore it provides

a transmission scheme to timeshare the ECS/SMS satellite link,

the Satellite Access Protocol (SAP).

The APOLLO protocols covering the lower three levels of the ISO-OSI

model are discussed in relation to the compatibility requirements for

the DOCDATA transmission system by R. van der Hulst [4J .
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6 A DOCDATA transmission proposal

6.1 General

In this chapter a transmission system is proposed for an operational

DOCDATA system with several sources and many users. Compatibility

with the APOLLO concept [2J restricts the definition of the system

elements, the functions they have to accomplish and the parameters

to be used.

DOCDATA requires a system performance quality sufficient for high

resolution image transfer. A BER less than 10-8 is acceptable for

this purpose. This service quality is more than the APOLLO Basic

Service [3J offers; it will be discussed in which way the lower BER

can be achieved.

After the discussion of an APOLLO compatible transmission system,

possible modifications to achieve an optimal DOCDATA system configuration

will be discussed.

6.2 DOCDATA transmission system, APOLLO compatible

6.2.1 System description

To design an APOLLO compatible DOCDATA transmission system, the

required compatibility must be defined. The objective will be that

users of both electronic document delivery systems should be able to

receive signals from sources connected to the same system, as well as

from sources connected to the other system, without the need for extra

equipment in the DOCn"T~_ earth stations.

This means that the signal structure on the ~atellite link must be the

same for both transmission systems. The signal structure on the

satellite link is predominantly determined by the CBUs so it is to be

expected that both systems use similar CHUs as prescribed by the ECS/SMS

specifications [13J and by the APOLLO specifications [3J .

To achieve the compatibility objective, it is also necessary to use

the satellite transponder designed for APOLLO, the ECS/S05 transponder,
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because otherwise the receiving earth stations should either be

returned to another frequency outside the used frequency band, or

point the antenna to another satellite. It is even desirable to use

the same carrier frequency in the ECS/SVIS transponder, so no

modifications would have to be made to receive signals from either

of the two electronic document delivery systems, and no system

overhead would be necessary to know and decide which users have access

to one of the systems.

Using the same carrier means that the same demand-assigned sequential

access protocol must be used. The SAP as defined by the APOLLO Working

Group [12]\vill be implemented in the SAC. The easiest way to implement

the SAP for DOCDATA is to use the same SAC, which also provides the

appropriate interface to the CHUs.

In [4] the physical layer according to the OSI model is discussed and

it is proposed to use the same protocols and equipment at this layer

as defined by the APOLLO Working Group [3 J [12 J

If the same carrier is used, the APOLLO and DOCDATA sources have to

share the available transmit earth stations, because the number of

transmit earth stations considered within the APOLLO concept is ten.

Therefore it is preferable to use the same DSCs in the DOCDATA

transmission system, especially in the transmit earth stations.

The terrestrial links between the data stations and the earth stations

could either be dedicated links or network links using standard

protocols such as X.2S. Using the same DSC in the transmit earth

station DOCDATA implies the same protocol as APOLLO, namely X.2S,

between the source, sink and source/sink data stations and the

transmit-and-receive earth stations they are connected with. It 1S the

most appropriate way to use the same protoco: between the sink data

stations and the receive-only earth stations, especially if an

APOLLO-like DSC is used in the receive-only earth stations

Besides technical reasons to use similar equipment in both systems,

there are also economical advancages, such as:
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sources can offer both document delivery services to their

customers with the same transmit earth station

users wanting access to both systems can have it with their

own or shared receive earth station.

- more users will use similar equipment, so due to greater

series this equipment can be produced cheapter; this may

in turn interest other possible users to connect to the

systems.

It now seems that both transmission systems are the same, but due the

difference in required system performance the bit energy to noise

spectral density ratio (~/~)should be higher for DOCDATA. There are

in principle three possibilities to achieve the higher system

performance (or lower BER) while still using the same earth station

equipment as specified for APOLLO:

1. the use of additional concatenated coding. The Improved Basic

Service for APOLLO also employs additional concatenated coding and

offers a BER less than 10-10 for 99% of the time. This is more than

required for DOCDATA and might be too expensive if DOCDATA is the

only application employing this Improved Basic Service. Simrler

concatenated coding might be adopted to reduce the BER from 10-6

to 10-8. A disadvantage of this solution is that users who only

have APOLLO specific equipment and no decoder for this additional

concatenated coding cannot receive the DOCDATA signal. Another

disadvantage is that, for DOCDATA, the information bit rate must

be decreased in order to have the same channel bit rate as for

APOLLO.

2. the use of a larger antenna at the receive-only earth stations to

which users of the DOCDATA system are connected, or a front-end

amplifier with a lower noise temnerature. The disadvantage is that

users connected to the .4POLLO receive-only earth stations cannot

receive the signals with a BER as required for DOCDATA. SO if, at

a later stage, they would wish to order documents as handled by

DOCDATA sources, they have to change their antenna system.
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3. to transmit the DOCDATA satellite signal with a higher effective

isotropic radiated power (EIRP). The draw-back of this solution is

that the transmission costs are much higher due to the satellite

capacity used. The advantage is the use of the same receive

equipment and offering the DOCDATA grade of service to users who are

connected to APOLLO receive-only earth stations.

Because one of the objectives is to reduce the size of the receive

antenna t enabling the installation of receive-only earth stations

near the user premises t solution nr. 2 is not optimal. Therefore

solution nr. 3 is recornmended t so using a higher EIRP for DOCDATA.

This solution offers a higher system performance while maintaining

compatibility 11ith APOLLO t without the need for different equipment.

The applications of additional concatenated coding will be discussed

further in section 6.3.2; and it is recommended to study whether

additional coding might be technically and economically more

advantagous than using a higher EIRP.

The DOCDATA transmission syst~ now resembles the .~LLO transmission

system already discussed in Chapter 4 and given in fig. 4.1. In fig.

3.1 the system configuration for DOCDATA is given. Including the

proposed earth stations t as defined by the APOLLO Working Group. the

APOLLO compatible DOCDATA system configuration is given in fig. 6.1 .

The Channel Units are given more detailed in fig. 6.2.

Before theoretical results are given for the proposed DOCDATA

transmission system t the transmit-and-receive earth stations and

receive-only earth station will be discussed.

6.2.2 Transmit-and-receive earth station (ES-T/R)

As discussed before the only proposed difference between the DOCDATA

transmission system and the APOLLO transmission system will be the

higher EIRP necessary to offer a better grade of service for DOCDATA.

Using the ECS/~~S transponder the ECS/~1S specifications [13] must be

followed to design the earth stations. In the APOLLO concept is

propos~d to use existing ECS/SMS earth stations t extended with APOLLO

specific equipment such as DSC-T/R and SAC as ES-TjR.
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In chapter 4, a brief discussion was given of the .APOLLO transmission

system. In this section the main ECS/SMS specifications for the

transmit part of the ES-T/R are summarized, together with requirements

and restrictions for APOLLO. For the receive part of the ES-T/R is

perferred to the receive-only earth station (ES-R) which is similar

except for the smaller receive antenna. ECS/SMS specifications for the

transmit part of the ES-T/R [13] :
- uplink frequency band from 14.000 GHz to 14.083 GHz;

- customer bit-rates from 2.4 kbit/s to 2.048 Mbit/s;

- data-rates at CHU baseband interface, n. 64 kbit/s,

where n= 1,2,4,30. Other values of n could be provided

at a latter stage if requested by costumers;

•

(mul ti-) framing and scrambling will be made in accordance

with [13J . The (multi-) framing will enlarge the data rate

by a factor 32/30, where as scrambling does not enlarge the

data rate;

- the signal will be encoded with a rate !, constraint

length 7 convolutional code;

- QPSK modulation will be used with square-root 40% cosine

roll-off pulse shaping in the transmitter;

- Single Channel Per Carrier/Frequency Division Multiple

Access system (SCPC/FDMA) is adopted. Individual carriers

are assigned to the data channels on a full-time, a part-time

or a reservation basis;

- the earth station shall be capable of radiating an EIRP of

P -~+ 20 log10 (f/14.0) + 20 log10 (d/39710) dEW

at any frequency in the band 14.0 to 14.083 GHz.EUTELSAT

Will notify earth station owners of the transmission and

reception frquencies to be usecrfor each of the carriers

and of the allowed EIRP for each carrier. The value of ~

depends on the location of the earth station.
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APOLLO requirements and restrictions [3J :

- the information bit rate of the APOLLO transmission system

shall be 1536 kbit/s. This is 24x64 kbit/s, which is not

one of the initially planned bit rates for the ECS/s\1S

system. After (multi-) framing and FEC encoding the

channel bit rate becomes 3276.8 kbit/s.

- the APOLLO transmission system is to be operated in the

quasi-continuous mode, i.e. a burst mode with long

transmission bursts. The relative long synchronisation

preambles allow continuous-mode ~1S earth station equipnlent

to acquire synchronisation, so no special equipment or

synchronisation protocol is necessary.

- the satellite transponder capacity to be used for APOLLO

is restricted to 14 percent of the total available transponder

capacity. This also restricts the EIRP of the transmitting

earth station. Because the proposed DOCDATA system will use

a higher EIRP to achieve the required system performance,

it is possible that the limit of 14 percent transponder

capacity must be exceeded for DOCDATA.

it is possible that APOLLO as well as DOCDATA, in a later

stage, need to be relocated to another transponder or

satellite operating in the FSS frequency band. Therefore

it is preferable that the IF/RF unit of the transmit

earth stations will be able to transmit within the entire

FSS uplink frequency band 14.000 GHz to 14.25 GHz.

For the OOCDATA system similar ES-T/R 's can be used as for APOLLO.

It is even possible to use the same transnlit earth stations, which

might be necessary due to the limited number of ES-T/R 's allowed to

access the APOLLO carrier.

6.2.3 Receive-only earth station (ES-R)

The receive part of the transmit-and-receive earth stations is similar

to the receive-only earth stations. The requirements and restrictions

for the receive-only earth stations also apply to the receive part of

the ES-T/R 's except for the smaller antenna used. (The antenna of the
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ES-T/R 's is used to transmit as well as receive, so the diameter of the

antenna depends on both applications). The ECS/~1S ES-T/R 's use antennas

with a diameter of 5 m or 3.5 m for the standard 1 and standard 2 earth

stations.

One of the objectives for APOLLO as well as DOCDATA is to reduce the

diameter of the ES-R antenna to about 2.5 m or even smaller. So, if

the same equipment will be used for both the ES-R and the receive part

of the ES-T/R, and the required system performance is obtained for the

ES-R, the performance of the receive part of the ES-T/R 's will be

even better due to the higher antenna gain.

The receive-only earth stations can be divided into two catagories:

- receive-only earth stations serving several users via

terrestrial links.

receive-only earth stations serving only one user.

(The ES-R 's might then be sited near or on the premises

of the user)

The difference between the ES-R 's will be the complexity of the DSC-R.

The DSC-R for the ES-R serving different users must be able to handle

the multinort interface to the sink data stations. For the ES-R serving

only one user, the DSC-R can be less complex.

In chapter 4 a brief discussion was given of the APOLLO transmission

system. In this section the main ECS/SMS specifications for the

receive-only earth stations (and also for the receive part of the

ES-T/R IS) are given, together with the requirements and restrictions

for APOLLO. The difference for DOCDATA will also be described.

ECS/91S specifications for the ES-R [13]
- downlink frequency band from 12.500 GHz to 12.583 GHz.

- two standard receive earth stations are defined [13] , buth

non-standard receive earth stations might be used on

request if permitted by EUTELSAT.

the receive earth stations should be able to select a carrier

within the total ECS/~1S downlink frequency band, because
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EUTELSAT can reallocate the carrier if necessary.

- coherent nPSK-demodulation will be used.

- the decoder should be able to decode the rate !, constraint

length 7, convolutional code. The transmitted signal will

be (binary) differentially encoded prior to convolutional

encoding, so the decoder should employ differential decoding

to resolve the sign ambiquity.

- (multi-) frame synchronisation and descrambling must be

perfonned according to [13] .

degradations in system performance due to the earth station
-6equipment must be minimised to obtain a BER less then 10

if the received Eb/'1. is 6.1 dB.

The QPSK demodulator, FEC decoder, (multi-) frame synchroniser and the

descrambler must match the corresponding equipments in the transmit

charmel unit.

APOLLO requirements and restrictions [14] :

- the earth stations must be easy to install on or close

to the premises of a user (even on roofs of large buildings)

- anterma diameters will typically be between 2.0 and 2.5

meters, depending on the location of the earth station.

The antenna diameters make it possible to achieve aG/T

of 20.5 dB!k (zone 1) to 22.5 dB/k (zone 3)

- the charmel bitrate will be 3276.8 kbit/s. The QPSK

demodulator must deliver the 32~·6.8 kbit/s data stream and

clock to the FEC decoder. After decoding the bitrate

becomes 1638.4 kbit/s. Frame synchronising will decrease

the bitrate to 1536 kbit/s (~~ x 1638.4), the information

bitrate.

long preambles ~ermit modems designed for continuous

operation to be used and avoid special burst modems.

The total preamble will be 65536 charmel symbols, 32000 for
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demodulator synchronisation, 500 for decoder synchronisation,

leaving enough symbols to achieve (multi-) frame alignment.

The 32000 bits for demodulator synchronisation would be

enough if the carrier frequency offset is zero. For APOLLO

a frequency offset of : 1.5 KHz is pennitted, and the

preamble might not be long enough to achieve synchronisation.

This is a serious problem which will be discussed below.

- a postamble of 200 bits is proposed to get the last

information out of the FEC decoder.

- it is possible that APOLLO as well as DOCDATA, in a latter

stage, need to be relocated to another transponder (or

satellite) operating in the FSS frequency band. Therefore

it is preferable that the RF/IF unit of the receive earth

stations will be able to receive within the entire FSS

downlink freauency band 12.50 GHz to 12.75 GHz .

fts mentioned, the preamble might not be long enough to achieve

synchronisation given the maximum permitted frequency offset. Another

parameter, which is not discussed in detail in the APOLLO system concept,

is the difference in carrier level of the transmit earth stations,due to

geografic location, EIRP tolerance and variable atmospheric attenuation

(rain etc.). This could also influence the synchronisation of the receive

equipment. At the SAT-COM laboratory of APTB these problems are studied

for their 2 Mbit/s modem [15J .

As a conclusion of this study, the following recommendations are given

to adjust the APOLLO system concept, in order to apply modems developed

according to ECS/SHS specifications:

- a decrease of the permitted frequency offset to : 100 Hz.

This could be realized in the transmit earth stations by

using a frequency standard (e.g. an atomic standard).

- automatic EIRP control in the uplink. This will also be

discussed in Section 6.3.5 .

Until now the .4POLLO receive-only earth stations are discussed. If the

BER is less than 10-6 , as required for the APOLLO Basic Service, for an

Eb/Noof 6.1 dB [13] , then for DOCDATA requiring a BER less than 10-8 for
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99% of the time, the Eb/Nomust be 8.1 dB (With Eb/No = 10.1 dB a BER less

than 10- 10 can be obtained [13 J).

6.2.4 Planning of the link budgets

In table 6.1 link budgets are given for six transmission links concerning

APOLLO and DOCDATA compatible with APOLLO. Only the main link budget

parameters are considered in table 6.1 . In Appendix A the method of

link budget calculation is described. In Appendix C the results of the

link budgets are discussed for groups of similar transmission links on one

page A4 to give a comparision of the possible links. The six transmission

links of table 6.1 are divided in pairs.

The transmitting earth station is supposed to be located in zone

(satellite off-axis gain loss to transmitting earth station less than

1 dB). The value of the atmospheric attenuation in uplink as well as

downlink will not exeed 1 dB for 99% of the time according to [16] .

For the total link the performance will be obtained for more than 99%

of the time, because the uplink and downlink rain attenuation are only

correlated if the earth stations are located within about 200 km. of

one another [16] . No model has been found to take the correlation into

acount to calculate the uplink and downlink rain attenuation, to

achieve the required system performance for the desired percentage of

time, in this case 99% of the time.

The value of the free space loss depends on the frequency and on the

distance between earth station and satellite. The values given in the

link budget will not be exeeded for any frequency in the ECS/SHS

frequency bands and for any location within zone 3. For a specified

location the values could be decreased only tenths of a dB.

The linkbudget calculations are performed taking the desired Es/No

(or Eb/No) as a starting-point, (bottom-up calculation) except for case C

below. The desired value for ES/Nois the value necessary to achieve

the required BER increased with 1 dB as a margin for possible

degradations which are not included such as degradation due to

satellite movement, EIRP instability, etc. giving the following values:
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Eb/No Es/No
necessary

6.1 dB 3.1 dB

8. 1 dB 5. 1 dB

Es/Ne with margin
<J\I~B

4.1 dB

6.1 dB

The satellite parameters, such as (minimum) saturated EIRP and input

back-off/output back-off relation, are described in [17J .

The six considered transmission links are:

Case A&B: APOLLO transmission (Basic Service)

For the APOLLO Basic Service a BER less then 10-6 is

required. An Eb/Noof 6.1 dB will be sufficient if ECS/91S

specified equipment is used.

In situation A, the recelvlng earth station is located in

zone 1. The APOLLO specified receive-only earth station with

a figure of merit (G/T) of 20.5 dB/K (zone 1 ) is used.

In situation B, the recelvlng earth station is located in

zone 3. The increase in off-a~is gain loss is compensated

by an increase of the G/T of the receiving earth station to

22.5 dB/K, as specified by the APOLLO concept for zone 3 [3J.
The uplink-budget is the same for both transmission links.

Case C&D: APOLLO transmission (maximum permitted satellite canacity

(14%) used)

One of the restrictions for APOLLO is the maximum permitted

satellite capacity used, being 14% of the total available

satellite capacity. Using 14% of the satellite power means

that the power of the APOLLO signal must be 8.5 dB less than

the total signal power to or from the satellite transponder.

The receiving earth station is located in zone 1 for both

transmission links.

In situation C an APOLLO specified receive-only earth station

with a G/T of 20.5 dB/K is used. The received Es/Nowill then

be 6.l dB.

In situation D a receive-only earth station is used which will
-6achieve an Es/Naof 4.1 dB giving a BER less than 10 as
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required for "~LLO. The necessary figure of merit will be

18.9 dB/k instead of 20.5 dB/k (20.9 dB/k for zone 3)

Case E&F: DOCDATA transmission (APOLLO compatible)

For OOCDATA a BER less than 10-8 is required. An Eb/No0f

8.1 dB (Es/No5.1 dB) will be sufficient if ECS/91S specified

equipment is used. Receive-only earth stations with a figure

of merit as specified by APOLLO are used (20.5 dB/k for zone 1;

22.5 dB/k for zone 3)

In situation E, the receiving earth station IS located in zone

1, similar to situation A.

In situation F, the receIvIng earth station is located in zone

3, similar to situation B.

Note 1: The figure of merit (G/T) , used in the linkbudgets, is 20.0 dB/k

(zone 3). The values 20.5 dB/k and 22.5 dB/k, as defined for

APOLLO and given in the description of the situations, are the

G/T values for clear sky conditions. The rain attenuation, as

included in the atmospheric attenuation in the link budgets,

increases T and therefore decreases G/T with! 0.5 dB. (T is

assumed to be about 24 dBk) The considered rain attenuation will

not be exceeded for 99% of the time.

Note 2: If the transmitting earth station would be located in zone 3, the

transmit EIRP should be 2 dB higher, to compensate the increase

in off-axis gain loss.

The following conclusions can be derived from the link budgets:

- for the APOLLO Basic Service, requiring a BER less than 10-6 ,

it is sufficient to use 10% of the available transponder power

(or transponder capacity) uooer clear sky conditions. If the

maximum rain attenution for 99% of the time is included in the

uplink, only 9% of the available transponder power will be used

(-10.6 dB difference between the Input Power Flux Dencity

(IPFD) of the transmitted signal and the total IPFD as given

in A and B).

hhen using the maximum permitted transponder capacity (14%),
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EIRP transmitting earth station

free space loss

atmospheric attenuation

propagation loss c-~ ~ ~o ol Lme )
IPFD due to transmitted signal

total IPFD at satellite input
(referred to zone location of
transmitting earth station)

IPI~ for saturation (no gain)

off-axis gain loss to transmitting
earth station

gain setting in satellite

IP~ for saturation
(referred to zone location of
transmitting earth station)

input back-off

G/T to boresight

G/T to transmitting earth station

uplink CIT

table 6.1 a

APOLLO APOLLO APOLLO APOLLO OOCDATA DOCDATA
14% 14% ITY.. 17%

zone 1 zone 3 zone 1 zone
A B C D E F

66.4 66.4 68.0 68.0 68.7 68.7

207.5 207.5 207.5 207.5 207.5 207.5

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

208.5 208.5 208.5 208.5 208.5 208.5

-97.7 -97.7 -96.1 -96.1 -95.4 -95.4

-87.1 -87.1 -87.1 -87.1 -87.1 -87. 1

-81'.1 -81 •1 -81 . 1 -81 . 1 - 81 .1 - 81 . 1

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-80.1 -80.1 -80. 1 -80.1 -80.1 -80.1

7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-142.1 -142.1 -140.5 -140.5 -139.8 -139.8

dBW

dB

dB

dB
dBW/m 2

dBW/m2

I
0\.

dBW/m2 U"1
I

dB

dB
2dBW/m

dB

dB/K

dB/K

dBW/K
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saturated EIllil to boresight

o utnut back-off

off-axis gain loss to receiving
earth station

total EIHP to receiving earth station

EJRP to receiving earth station due to
transmitted signal

free space loss

atmospheric att'iiuation (~~% (j~l,\r..~I
propagation loss

IPFD at receiving earth station due to
transmitted signal

CIT of receiving earth station

down Ii nk CIT

overall CIT

Boltzmann constant

C/No
bitrate (on satellite link)

E INs 0

C II
E I(N +1)

5 0

APOLLO APOLLO APOLLO APOLLO DOCDATA DOCDATA
14 % 14% 11 "0 \1 '70

zone 1 zone 3 zone 1 zone 3
A B C D E F

42.8 42.8 42.8 42.8 42.8 42.8

2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

1.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 3.0

39.3 37.3 39.3 39.3 39.3 37.3

28.7 26.7 30.3 30.3 31.0 29.0

206.5 206.5 206.5 206.5 206.5 206.5

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

207.5 207.5 207 ;5 207.5 207.5 207.5

-135.4 -137.4 -133.8 -133.8 -133. 1 -135.1

20.S" 22.6" 20.li 18.g 20.5 22.1f

-158.8 -158.8 -157.2 -158.8 -156.5 -156.5

-158.9 -158.9 -157.3 -158.9 -156.6 -156.6

-228.6 -228.6 -228.6 -228.6 -228.6 -228.6

69.7 69.7 71.3 69.7 72 .0 72 .0

65.2 65.2 65.2 65.2 65.2 65.2

4.5 4.5 6. 1 4.5 6.8 6.8

14.5 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.5

4. 1 4.1 5.5 4. 1 6. 1 6. 1

dBW

dB

dB

dBW

dBW

dB

dB

dB
2dEW/IIl

dB/K

dBWIK

dB\\I1 K

dB\\I/llzK

dBllz

dBllz

dB

dB

dB

I
Q\

Q\
I

tab Ie 6. 1 b
table 6.1 Link budget calculations APOLLO and DOCDATA, APOLLO compatible a :Upl ink b :Down1ink
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a clear sky figure of merit lG/T of 18.9 dB/k (zone 1) or

20.9 dB/k (zone 3) will be sufficient to achieve a BER less than

10-6. The diameter of the receive antenna might be decreased to

1.7 meter (2.1 meter for zone 3).

-it is possible to achieve the required system performance for

DOCDATA if APOLLO specified earth stations are used. For clear

sky conditions 17% of the available transponder capacity is

necessary, exceeding the operational restriction on APOLLO (no more

than 14% of the available transponder capacity).

6.3 Modifications for DOCDATA

lVithin the DOCDATA testbed proposal, as discussed in chapter 7, other

techniques and equipment, than defined by the APOLLO concept, could be

tested. The possible modifications that could be experimented with are

discussed in this section to achieve a proper definition of the testbed

and experiments. The significant experiments are discussed in chapter 7.

6.3.1 Bitrate

The information bitrate for APOLLO is 1536 kbit/s, glvlng a channel

bitrate of 3276.8 kbit/s. The bitrate 1536 kbit/s (24x64 kbit/s) is not

an initially planned bitrate according to the ECS/~~ specifications [13J

No ECS/SMS specified modems are found, handling this channel bitrate.

Changing the information bitrate to 1920 kbit/s, glvlng a channel bitrate

of 4096 kbit/s, does not significantly change the transmission system.

The advantages of this adjustment are the availability of equipment for

this bitrate and the use of a standard multiplex bitrate, offering the

opportunity to use the carrier for other services operating with this

bitrate, during hours DOCDATA or APOLLO transmission will not be performed.

Also, it has been agreed upon by the NLR and EDT, to use the CCITT-bitrate

of 2048 kbit/s as the bitrate at the output of the framing equipment,

thus a user bitrate of 1920 kbit/s, for the experiments.

In Section 7.3 link budget calculations are given for DOCDATA transmission

experiments using an information bitrate of 1920 kbit/s, resulting in a

channel bitrate of 4096 kbit/s.
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6.3.2 Coding

As discussed in Section 6.2.1 t additional concatenated coding might be

a solution to l~grade the Basic Service of APOLLO t with a BER less
-6 -8than 10 t to meet the BER requirements less than 10 for DOCDATA.

A disadvantage is the fact t that userS t only having APOLLO specified

equipment t would not be able to receive the DOCDATA signal without

a feature to skip the redundant bits. Even with this feature t the DOCDATA

signal would be received with the low BER of the APOLLO Basic Service.

However t if a decoder for the additional code would be relatively cheap

compared to other receive equipment t it would be economically as well

as technically possible to extend the APOLLO receive earth stations with

such a decoder.

At a DOCDATA project meeting with members of the NLR and BUTt it was

mentioned t that a Reed-Solomon code with rate 7/8 could be used to

improve the BER from 10-6 to 10-8.

A small disadvantage of additional coding is the decrease in user bitrate t
if the same channel bitrate is to be used. An advantage is the use of

less transponder capacity than necessary if the transmit EIRP is increased.

If a Reed-Solomon codec, or other suitable codec, would be available in

the experimental phase of DOCDATA, it would be valuable to test the codec

in the total DOCDATA transmission environment to make a proper trade-off

between codec and the use of a higher transmitted EIRP.

With a codec capable of improving the BER from 10-6 to 10-8 , an Eb/No

of 6.1 dB at the input of the receive earth station would be sufficient.

The same situation occurs as for the linkbudgets A and B for APOLLO t
given in tabel 6.1. If the codec would improve the BER even more, a

lower Eb/N ratio at the input of the receive earth station would be

sufficient to achieve an overall BER less than 10-8 for 99% of the time.

In this case less transpo~der capacity would be required for DOCDATA

transmission, than for the APOLLO Basic Service (without additional

coding). Attention is to be payed to the carrier recovery problems that

could occur with a low Eb/Noat the input of a receive earth station [15J
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6.3.3 Automatic EIRP control

In Section 6.2.3 it is already mentioned that the different carrier

levels of the transmit earth stations obstruct the synchronisation of

the demodulator [15J . The differences in carrier levels are caused by

the different location of the transmit earth stations, the tolerance in

transmit EIRP and the variations in rain attenuation for the different

uplinks.

The difference in carrier level due to the location of the earth stations

can be diminished if the levels of transmit EIRP, as assigned by

EUTELSAT, are defined while considering the location of the transmit
earth station.

To compensate the variations in transmitted EIRP, a feedback loop,

controlling the outnut of the High Power Amplificier (HPA) , could be used.

The variations in carrier level due to rain attenuation can be decreased

using a beacon or pilot as received from the satellite. Using a beacon,

transmitted at a frequency outside the uplink frequency band of the

ECS/~~ transponder, frequency scalling is necessary to obtain the

required adjustment of transmit EIRP to compensate the rain attenuation.

The pilot of the ECS/~~ transponder is centred inside the uplink

frequency band. Therefore the variation in received pilot power level

can be used directly to adjust the transmit EIRP, because the difference

in rain attenuation at the feEquency of the transmitted signal might
be neglected.

Using an automatic EIRP controller to compensate the rain attenuation

has another important advantage. During clear weather conditions in the

uplink the same satellite capacity is required as with rain attenuation.

Without EIRP control the transmit EIRP to maintain a required system

performance would have to be specified including uplink rain attenuation.

6.3.4 Olympus satellite [18]

In this Section the Snecialised Services Payload and the 20/30 GHz

transponder of the Olympus satellite are discussed as possible (future)

satellite transnonders for DOCDATA transmission. The reason for this

discussions is the difference in satellite transponder characteristics
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compared to the ECS/~1S transponder. If DOCDATA transmission would benefit

by these transponder differences, it would be technically advantageous to

use on of these transponders, disregarding the compatibility with APOLLO.

Furthermore, it may be possible that in a later stage DOCDATA as well as

APOLLO, need to be relocated to another satellite with characteristics

similar to one of the Olympus transponders.

6.3.4.1 Specialised Services Payload [19J

The excisting European satellite systems for services to small receive

earth stations, the ECS/SVlS transponder and the French Telecom-1 system,

have definite limitations. Telecom-1 has a high-gain narrow-beam antenna

covering France and parts of the adjoining countries. The ECS/~1S transponder

has similar characteristics, but the associated antenna has a wider beam

covering all Western European countries. This coverage is obtained at the

expense of gain.

A solution to the problem of high gain with large coverage area is a

multiple-beam coverage pattern with separate receivers and transmitters

for each beam as given in fig. 6.3. Satellite-Switched Time-Division

~1ultiple Access (SSTDMA) permits inter-connectivity by means of part-time

interconnection of each pair of receive and transmit beams. The Olympus

Specialised Services Payload is designed primarily to explore the

possibilities of SSTD~~ and frequency re-use by spotbeam spatial

discrimination which allows channels to be used several times over ~9] .

This however, does not fit the APOLLO transmission concent using one carrier

in the satellite transponder and compatible with an SCPC-FD~~ transmission

scheme, as provided by the ECS/~~ transponder. Furthermore, APOLLO uses

a satellite access nrotocol ~2J where all transmit-and-receive earth

station and receive-only earth stations are located in the coverage zone

of the satellite antenna, which does not fit the multiple-(narrow-) beam

coverage plan of the Olymnus Specialised Services Payload.

For the Specialised Services Payload not only the SSTDMA and frequency

re-use experiments are proposed, but also video teleconference experiments.

For video teleconference the SSTD~1A facility far multi-noint oneration can, - "-

be used, but a simpler experiment, F~~ oneration with a number of carriers

in each repeater, is planned. This mode of operation could also be used

for DOCDATA, but it still leaves the problem of narrow antenna beams.
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Fig. 6.3 Multiple beam coverage

Specialised Services Payload [19J

Using the satellite access protocol described in [4J [12J the transmit and

receive beam should be directed to the same coverage zone, and the earth

stations must thus be located in this small coverage zone. This would decrease

the possibility of remote document delivery to a restricted small area.

Therefore, for an operational DOCDATA system using the video teleconference

facilities as given by the Specialised Services Payload, another protocol

will be necessary. This protocol must manage the access of the transmit

earth stations to the transponder as well as the movement of the antenna to

connect the transmitting earth station to the receiving earth station (or group

of earth stations in the same zone) it wants to transmit document data to.
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In the experimental phase of DOCDATA, with only one transmit earth station

and one receive earth station located near to one another, it is possible

to use the Specialised Services Payload without the need of a managerial

protocol to move the coverage zone and handle the access to the satellite.

For the experiments the same equipment can be used as for the DOCDATA

transmission system compatible with APOLLO.

In Section 7.3 link budgets are presented for DOCDATA using the Specialised

Services Payload of the Olympus satellite.

6.3.4.2 20/30 GHz transponder [18J

The 20/30 GHz transponder of the Olympus satellite has been designed to

offer the possibility of different communication experiments at higher

frequencies than used up till now. The experiments of importance to the

design of the transnonder are:

- video teleconference (point-to-point) between two simple earth

stations, located within or outside Europe, at 8.448 ~fuit/s

- video teleconference (multi-point) between three or more

earth stations, located in a local region within Western

Europe, at 8.448 Mbit/s

- tele-education with digital or analog modulation from one

location to a number of others using simple earth stations

within a limited zone.

- data and video transmission between simple earth stations

within Western Europe using digital transmission at, for

example, 2.048 Hbit/s

DOCDATA would fit within the last group of proposed experiments. However,

use is made of two spotbeam antennas, a receive spotbeam directed to a

transmit earth station, and a transmit spotbeam directed to a receive earth

station. The same satellite access problems occur as with the Specialised

Services Payload, the snotbeams being even smaller than those of the

Specialised Services Payload, fig 6.4

In the experimental phase of DOCDATA with only one transmit earth station

and one receive earth station, located near to one another, it is possible
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Fig 6.4 Spotbeam coverage

Olympus 20/30 GHz transponder [18J
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to use the 20/30 GHz transponder. For an operational DOCDATA system, using a

transponder with similar characteristics, a managerial protocol, as discussed

in 6.3.4.1, would be necessary instead of the satellite access protocol as

defined for APOLLO using the ECS/SMS transponder.

In Section 7.3 link budgets are presented for DOCDATA using the 20/30 GHz

transponder of the Olympus satellite.

6.3.5 Modulation

Using the ECS/~~ transponder for DOCDATA, the EUTELSAT ECS/SMS specifications

must be followed. EUTELSAT specifies the use of QPSK modulation with coherent

demodulation. The differential decoding should be performed in the FEC decoder.

For the Olympus satellite, being a satellite for experimental purposes rather

then operational purposes, the modulation method is not strictly specified.

Therefore modulation methods other than QPSK modulation with coherent demodulation

as defined for the ECS/&~ transponder, were examined and are discussed in

this section.

In Section 6.2.3 and [15J it is discussed that, due to the permitted carrier

frequency offset of ~ 1.5 kHz, the demodulator would have significant

synchronisation problems. It was proposed to increase the frequency stability

of the transmit earth stations. Another solution to the synchronisation

problems of the demodulator could be the use of differentially coherent QPSK

(DQPSK) demodulation, which requires no carrier recovery. The penalty payed

for this improvement is an increase in required Eb/N at the input of the

demodulator of about 2 dB to achieve the required BER, compared to coherent

QPSK demodulation. With DQPSK demodulation the errors tend to occur in groups

of two, which can reduce the effect of the FEC decoder. All things considered,

it seems to be the most appropriate way to solve the synchronisation problems

by increasing the frequency stability of the carriers. From the view~oint

of OOCDATA it is of no interest to use more comr-Iex modulation methods than

QPSK, such as JA-ary PSK (~·>4) or Quadrature A.'Tlpli tude Modulation (QAM).

These methods require ccwplex and expensive modulators and demodulators.

Furthermore, a higher Eb/N at the input of the demodulator would be required

'to achieve the same BER as with QPSK modulation. This contradicts with the

objective to obtain a high system performance with small receive earth stations.

Moreover ~~~ is v~lnerable to variable signal levels at the input of the

demodulator, because the optimum threshold levels are depending on the signal
level.
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Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation could be a substitute for

QPSK modulation. There are several advantages, such as simpler modulators

and demodulators and less vulnerability to phase degradations. However,

due to the banmvidth limitations of the Olympus satellite transponders,

especially the video teleconference facility in the Specialised Services

Payload, it is not recommended to use BPSK modulation, because it would

require more satellite capacity and so increase the transmission costs.

For the experiments the same QPSK modem could be used for DOCDATA

transmission either throug the Specialised Services Payload or 20/30 GHz

transponder of the Olympus satellite.

6.3.6 Single user of satellite transponder

The modifications discussed intil now are concerned with DOCDATA

transmission, sharing the transponder with other users (SCPC-FDMA).

However, if it is possible to use the total capacity of the satellite

transponder, Single Channel Per Transponder (SCPT), the Figure of merit

(G/T) of the receive-only earth stations could be decreased. Therefore

the diameter of the receive antennas could be decreased if the same low

noise amplifier (LNA) is used. The transmitted EIRP (and/or the satellite

transponder gain) should be increased, but if there are many receive-only

earth stations, the increase in cost for the transponder capacity and

higher transmit EIRP might be less than the profit of the smaller receive
antennas .

During daytime the ECS transponders will be used frequently or even

constantly for other purposes than DOCDATA. However, during the night

it might be possible that no use is made of a satellite transponder, so

DOCDATA could use the entire transponder capacity. Esnecially the

"broadcast" transponders will be of interest for this SCPT transmission

mode. Besides the possible decrease of cost there are several other

advantages. If the documents are ordered during the day and transmitted

during the night, it would be possible to assign the time and duration

of access to the satellite transponder for each transmit earth station

in advance. Then the Satellite Access Protocol (SAP) as defined by the

APOLLO working group will not be necessary. Furthermore the burst can be

much longer. This offers the pOSSibility of long preambles which reduces

the synchronization problems, making the transmission mode similar to a

continuous mode. It is also possible to use Binary Phase Shift Keying
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(BPSK) modulation, because there would be enough bandwidth available.

This modulation method is simpler and less vulnerable for degradations

as discussed in Section 6.3.5. Note that this modulation method is not

in agreement with the ECS/SMS specifications [13J .

It seems inefficient to use the entire transponder, with a relative large

bandwidth, for DOCDATA transmission, only using a small part of this

bandwidth, but it would be more inefficient if the transponder would not

be used at all. However, there are also disadvantages of the SCPT

transmission mode for DOCDATA. First of all, this transmission mode is

not compatible with the APOLLO concept. Because of the small receive

antennas it is not possible to receive information which is transferred

according to the APOLLO concept with the required bit error rate.

Another disadvantages is the fact that documents are not delivered real

time as with APOLLO, which might decrease the number of users. Furthermore,

due to transmission during nighttime the transmission system must

operate stand alone, or operators must be present during the night.

In tabel 6-2 link budgets are given for four transmission link concerning

DOCDATA transmission using the entire transponder capacity. The equipment

used is the same as for the DOCDATA transmission system as described in

Section 6.2 execpt for the receive antennas. It is also not necessary

to use the &~C, but then the DSC must provide the correct interface

to the CHU of the transmit earth station.

The first two link budgets describe SCPT transmission for DOCDATA using

the ECS/~lS transponder. The transmitting earth station is located in

zone 1. The other link budgets describe SCPT ~ransmission for DOCDATA

using the ECS broadcast transmission mode of the ECS primary transponders,

with the Eurobeam antenna for transmitting as well as receiving. The

transmit earth station is located in the centre of the coverage zone.

For all four transmission links the required Es/(No+I) is 6.1 dB

(Eb/(No+I)=9.1 dB) to obtain a BER less then 10-8 with a margin of 1 dB

included for satellite movement etc. The bitrate is 4096 kbit/s as

discussed in Section 6.3.1 ..~ input back-off of 2 dB (output back-off=0.2dB)

is included to avoid overload of the transponder and non linear effects

such as A~-PM conversion.

In situation A the receive earth station is located in zone 1 of the

multiservice coverage plan. A G/T of 9.7 dB/K (rain attenuation included)
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is necessary to obtain an Es/(No+I) of 6.1 dB.

In situation B the receive earth station is located in zone 3. A G/T of

11.7 dB/K is necessary to obtain an Es/(N +1) of 6.1 dB.
o

In situation C the receive earth station is located in the centre of the

Eurobeam coverage zone. A G/T of 8.6 dB/K is necessary to obtain an

Es/(No+I) of 6.1 dB.

In situation D the receive earth station is located on the edge of the

coverage zone of the Eurobeam antenna. An increase of 7.9 dB, relative

to the centre of the coverage zone, is necessary, so the G/T= 16.5 dB/K

Using a LNA with a noise figure of 2 dB which is also necessary to obtain

a G/T of 20.5 dB/K with an antenna diameter of 2 m, the necessary antenna

diameters would be:

ECS:SMS

0.60 m 0.75 m

zone 1 zone 3

ECS-Eurobeam (broadcast)

centre- edge- of coverage

0.60 m 1.45 m

Note 1: The transmit EIRP to achieve operation near to saturation is high

for both transponders. It is also possible to raise the transponder

gain, which would be necessary if the transmit earth station cannot

transmit such a high EIRP.

Note 2: If the ECS/SMS transponder is to be shared with other users, but

more power is available for DOCDATA than used in Section 6.2,

the diameter of the antennas necessary to obtain the required

system performance will be in between 0.60 m and 2.0 m (zone 1) or

0.75 m and 2.5 m (zone 3).

Note 3: The SCPT transmission mode can also be used with the Olympus

transponders. However, the Olympus satellite is not meant for

operational purposes and except for the Olympus broadcast payload,

with wide beam transmit and receive antennas, the pointing of

the antenna beams should also be arranged accurately.



ECS/~S ECS/~S ECS ECS
UPLINK primary primary

zone 1 zone 3 centre edge
A B C D

EIRP transmitting earth station 82.0 82.0 85.8 85.8 dBW

free space loss 207.5 207.5 207.5 207.5 dB
atmospheric attenuation l qq% (J~ ~ i~ ) . 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 dB
propagation loss 208.5 208.5 208.5 208.5 dB
IPFD due to transmitted signal -82.1 -82.1 -78.3 -78.3 2dBW/m
total IPFD at satellite input -82.1 -82.1 -78.3 -78.3 dBW/m2

(referred to zone location of
transmitting earth station)

I
Q\.
N

for saturation (no gain) -81 . 1 -76.3 dBW/m2 00IPm -81 . 1 -76.3 I

off-axis gain loss to transmitting 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 dB
earth station

gain setting in satellite 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 dB
IPFD for saturation -80.1 -80.1 -'/6.3 -76.3 2dRW/1ll

(referred to zone location of
transmitting earth station)

input back-off 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 dB
G/T to boresight 1.0 1.0 2.6 2.6 dB/K
G/T to transmitting earth station 0.0 0.0 2.6 2.6 dB/K
uplink CIT -126.5 -126.5 -120. 1 -120. 1 dBW/K

table 6.2 a
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saturated EIRP to boresight

o utnut back-off

off-axis gain loss to receiving
earth station

total EIRP to receiving earth station

EIRP to receiving earth station due to
trarL<;mitted signal

free space loss

atmospheric attnuation Cq ~ ~~ o~~,,,,,,~)
propagation loss

IPFD at receiving earth station due to
transmitted signal

CIT of receiving earth station

downlink CIT

overall CIT

Boltzmann constant

C/No
bitrate (on satellite link)

E INs 0

C II
13 I (N +I)s 0

ECS/g.jS

zone 1

A

42.8

0.2

1.0

41.6

41.6

206.5

1.0

207.5

-122.5

9.7

-156.2

-156.3

-228.6

72 .3

66.1

6.2

25.0

6. 1

ECS/S\1S

zone 3

B

42.8

0.2

3.0

39.6

39.6

206.5

1.0

207.5

-124.5

11. 7

-156.2

-156.3

-228.6

72 .3

66.1

6.2,
25.0

6. 1

ECS
prima!)'
centre

C

41.9

0.2

0.0

41.7

41.7

205.5

1.0

206.5

-122.1

8.6

-156.2

-156.3

-228.6

72 .3

66.1

6.2

25.0

6. 1

ECS
primary
edge

D

41.9

0.2

7.9

33.8

33.8

205.5

1.0

206.5

-130.0

16.5

-156.2

-156.3

-228.6

72 .3

66.1

6.2

25.0

6. 1

dBW

dB

dB

dBW

dBW

dB

dB

dB
2dBW/m

dB/K

dB\v/K

dBW/K

dBlv/llzK

dBllz

dRllz

dB

dB

dB

I
(J\

N
\0
I

table 6.2 b

table 6.2 link budget calculations a:Uplink; b:Downlink

Single user
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7 Transmission testbed for DOCDATA

7.1 General

Until now two possible operational DOCDATA systems have been discussed.

One system completly compatible with APOLLO, the only difference being the

higher transmit EIRP. as discussed in Section 6.2. The other system uses

the entire transponder capacity, with the same equipment. but with an even

higher EIRP and smaller receive antennas as discussed in Section 6.3.6 .

In order to achieve an optimal transmission system for DOCDATA it is

necessary to perform experiments with the possible system configurations

as discussed in chapter 6 as well as economic studies. The experiments

will provide knowledge of the behaviour of the system elements in the

DOCDATA transmission environment with its special characteristics, such

as burst transmission, low bit error rate, etc. The economic studies must

. provide knowledge about the cost of the systems, and thus the cost of the

service. and the demands of possible users. In this chapter a proposal

is given of experiments that can be performed to test the overall

transmission system concept as well as the modifications discussed in

chapter 6. The experiments can be perfor.ned in loop-back operation at

EUT (transmit and receive at EUT) furthermore, it is stated what equipment

already is available at EUT and what equipment should be bought or

designed to be able to perform the experiments.

After the loop-back experiments have been accomplished a link can be made

between EUT and Amsterdam in order to test the overall DOCDA1A system as

discussed in chapter 3. Then it is also possible to demonstrate the

DOCDATA service to possible users. 'The DOCDATA testbed, necessary to

perform the experiments, as well as the system configuration to demonstrate

the OOCDATA service, will be dicussed. This chapter ends with the link

budget calculations for the experiments and a possible demonstration link

between EUT and Amsterdam.

7.2 Experiments proposal

In previous chapters three transponders have been discussed as candidates

for DOCDATA transmission. Without discussing the characteristics of the

satellite transponders there are already certain aspects that need attention.

The ECS satellite is already operational. This is an advantage with regard
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to the Olympus satellite which is not yet launched and which will not be

operational before 1987. However, the ECS satellite is used for operational

transmission and is not meant for experimental purposes. 1herefore it is

possible that EUTELSAT does not permit experiments with the ECS/SMS

transponder and might even not allow EUT and NLR to set up a transmission

link using the ECS/SMS transponder. The earth stations are not governed

by the Dutch P.T.T.. For the experiments proposal these possible problems

are not taken into account, so also experiments using the ECS/SMS transponder

are proposed.

The Olympus satellite is designed and intended to be used for experimental

purposes, so less problems will occure to perform experiments for DOCDATA.

As discussed in Section 6.3.4, the Specialised Services Payload and the

20/30 GHz transponder of the Olympus satellite do not fit the DOCDATA

(and APOLLO) transmission scheme as proposed for the ECS/SMS transponder,

because of the narrow beam antennas. In the experimental phase of DOCDATA

a link between one transmit earth station and one receive-only earth

station will be considered. The Olympus satellite transponders could well

be used in this experimental phase to get experience in the advantages and

disadvantages of this transponders with respect to the ECS/SMS transponder.

Meanwhile it must be studied how these transponders could be used in a

transmission system where one carrier, with a small signal bandwidth

relative to the transponder bandwidth, is shared by several transmit earth

stations, such as DOCDATA and APOLLO.

In this Section a proposal is presented of experiments for the DOCDATA

transmission system. 1hese experiments can be performed in loop-back

operation at EUT, using earth station equipment as specified for the

ECS/~1S transponder such as framing equipment, FEC coder, etc .. If possible,

already available equipment will be used. For the Olympus transponders

it is not yet specified to use framing and scrambling. However, without

this equipment the bitrate at the input of Lhe channel unit should be a

factor 32/30 higher if the same cl:annel unit is used. Using the framing

and scrambling equipment the experiments using the Olympus transponders

will resemble the e'X-periments using the ECS/SHS transponder; this makes

it easier to compare the results. Furthermore, in an operational satellite

transmission system a form of framing and scrambling will be used.

Because a transmission link between one transmit earth station and one

receive-only earth station is considered, data station controllers (DSCs)
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and a satellite access controller (SAC) will not be necessary for the

experiments. Instead a device must be designed which converts the data

burst to the required burst structure with preamble and postamble attached

to it .

There are two categories of experiments proposed. First of all the

experiments concerning the total transmission link as discussed in Section

6.2, with the equipment as specified by E1JTELSAT for ECS/SMS earth stations

using either the ECS/SMS transponder, the Olympus SSP transponder or the

Olympus 20/30 GHz transponder. The second category concerns the additional

equipment such as concatenated coder, as discussed in Section 6.3 . It will

be discussed why these experiments are proposed and what measurements are

important for a particular experiment.

1he first category of experimenst, using only ElITELSAT specified equipment

are necessary to test the overall link configuration and to compare the

three transponders. The important measurements to be performed are:

- EIRP versus Eb/(N +1) measurements to investigate the performanceo
of the satellite and the propagation path.

BER versus Eb/lNo+I) measurements to test the receive equipment

and the influence of the transmission link on the overall system

performance. BER versus Eb/N measurements could also be
- 0

performed without a satellite link, but then only the effects

of white gaussion noise are included.

- synchronization measurements, especially with variable Eb/(No+I)

levels and carrier frequencies at the input of the receiving

earth station. These measurements must be performed to get

knOWledge of the effects of variable Eb/(N +1) levels ando
carrier offset as discussed in [15J and to be able to define

which carrier offset could be permitted. The synchronization

measurements could be performed without a satellite link but

it might be important to test if other variations such as

satellite movement have significant influence on the problem

of synchronization.

The first two measurements provide the knowledge to define the EIRP level

of the transmitting earth station necessary to achieve the required BER
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-8less then 10 . It is necessary to know the influence of atmospheric

attenuation for 99% of the time to define the necessary EIRP. There are

models to calculate these attenuation [16J and studies are still in

progress to optimize the models.

The second category of experiments are necessary to test the additional

equipment in the overall DOCDATA transmission system and to be able to

prove there advantages. In Section 6.3 two modifications have been

discussed which could have significant advantages on the overall system

performance: - Automatic EIRP control

- Additional concatenated coding

The additional equipment has to be bought or designed. and no specifications

are yet available. The important subjects that need attention and

measurements are:

- Automatic EIRP control

As discussed in Section 6.3.3 the EIRP can be controlled using

the beacon or pilot received from the satellite. If the

frequency of the beacon or pilot is not in, or near the

uplink frequency band of the transponder which is used it must

be studied how the influence of the rain attenuation can be

eliminated using the beacon signal, because the rain attenuation

depends on the frequency. In the experiments it should be

measured if the rain attenuation in the uplink is completely

eliminated by the controller within the dynamic range of the

controller.

- Additional concatenated coding

The rate of the concatenated code requires a decraese of the

data rate at the input of the channel unit if the same FEe

coder and QPSK modulator will be used. It is necessary to

know what Eb/lNo+I) level is necessary at the input of the

demodulator for synchronization, because then the necessary

gain of the code can be defined. BER versus EbleN +I)ando
EIRP versus EbleN +1) measurements are necessary to defineo
the necessary EIRP level using the additional concatenated

code and to measure the effects of variations in EbleN +1)o
level on the overall system performance.

In Section 7.S link budget calculations are presented for transmission

links using the EUTELSAT specified equipment for all three transponders
discussed.
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After testing the overall transmission system and the modifications a

link can be made between Eindhoven and Amsterdam to test the overall

DOCDATA system as discussed in chapter 3, and to be able to demonstrate

the DOCDATA service to possible users. In [6J these experiments are

already mentioned and it was planned that the host computer of the DOCDAIA

system would be connected to the Channel Unit via the local area network

at EUT, THE-net. Speed conversion will be necessary between the modem

at the end of the THE-net link and the preamble/postamble generator.

7.3 Equipment

Some of the equipment which is available at EUT can be used for the

experiments. The other necessary equipment must be bought or developed.

At EUT no IF equipment, such as QPSK modem, FEC encoder and decoder, is

available. The RF equipment available at ruT can be devided into two

categories. First the equipment which can operate at the frequencies of

the Fixed Satellite Services which are used by the ECS/SMS transponder

and the Specialised Services Payload of the Olympus satellite:

- 8m. antenna with an efficiency of 0.75 which can be used

as the transmit antenna

- 3m. antenna with an efficiency of 0.57 which can be used

as receive antenna

- High Power Amplifier (HPA)

- Upconverter

- Downconverter

The second categor~e concerns the equipment which can operate at the

frequencies of the 20/30 GHz transponder of the Olympus satellite. This

equipment is not yet available at EUT but will be bought for propagation

measurements with the Olympus satellite at the freauencies of the
received beacons:

- Sm. antenna which could be used as transmit antenna for the

30 GHz frequency band of the 20/30 GHz transponder

- Downconverter

The main equipment to be bought is the Channel Unit. This could for

instance be the RS 600 of APT [20J which consits of both receive and

transmit channel unit. It is also possible to buy the elements of the

channel units separately or even develop~some but care must be taken

to the appropriate interfacing of the elements.
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If also experiments are performed with the 20/30 GHz transponder as

proposed, the necessary RF equipment must be bought or developed.

The most important elements of the experimental system which must be

developed are the preable/postamble generator and the speedconverter for

the demonstration link. The speedconverter should receive and store the

incoming data from the Host computer via THE-net and convert the speed

to 1920 kbit/s. The preamble/postamble generator must attach a preamble

and postamble to the received data burst and forward the burst to the

Channel Unit.

7.4 The DOCDATA testbed

The overall DOCDATA testbed is given in fig. 7.1. With the equipment as

given in fig. 7.1, all the experiments as discussed in Section 7.2 can be

performed. The equipment which is not specified by EUTELSAT is given with

dotted lines and can be used to optimize the system performance.

For the experiments concerning the transmission system of DOCDATA the

total configuration as given in fig. 7.1 could be located in Eindhoven

at the experimental site of the Radio Laborato ry of BUT. The antennas are

already located there. To the input of the preamble/postamble generator

(data in) the data generator should be connected. If an error counter

is connected to the output of the receive channel lITlit (data out), it is

possible to measure the BER if the receiving equipment is synchronized.

If at the same time the Eb/(N +1) and EIRP are measured the overall system
o

performance is known. If the EIRP of the transmitting earth station is

varied the BER versus Eb/ (N +1) curve, or BER versus EIRP curve for theo
given atmospheric condition can be measured. If the rain attenuation for

99% of the time is included the EIRP level necessary to achieve the

required BER less then 10-8 can be defined for all three transponders

and for the particular system configuration. Note that it might not be

allowed to vary the transmit EIRP, especially for the ECS/~~ transponder.

For the experiments concerning the overall DOCDATA system and for the

demonstration link the receivi~g earth station will be located in

A~terdam. The host computer and other document handling equipment for

the uplink will be situated at the computer centre of BUT and connected

to the transmit earth station via the THE-net, the data nen~ork of EUT.

Because the '[HE-net operates at lower bitrates than the DOCDATA transmission
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system a speed converter must be placed between the preamble/postarnble

generator and the modem at the end of the THE-net link as given in fig. 7.2.

The link between the output (data out) of the receiving earth station and

the receiving host WIll be provided by the NLR. The RS 600 system of

.~T, which could be bought as a complete IF system consists of both the

transmit and receive channel unit. Attention should be payed to the fact

that it must be possible to physically separate the receive channel unit

from the transmit channel unit, otherwise two total IF systems must be

bought.

7.5 Planning of the link budgets

In tabel 7.1 link budgets are given for six transmission links concerning

DOCDATA transmission over the three dicussed transponders, the ECS/SMS

transponder, the Olympus Specialised Services Payload and the Olympus

20/30 GHz transponders. The earth stations are located at the experimental

site of the Radio Laboratory of EUT.

The link budgets can be divided into two catego~ies. The first three link

budgets describe the situation where the 3m. antenna is used to receive

the signal. With this antenna a G/T of 24.2 dB/K, for the downlink

frequencies of the ECS/SMS transponder and the Olympus Specialised Services

Payload,and a G/T of 27.7 dB/K for the downlink band of the 20/30 GHz,

can be achieved, if a pointing loss of 0.2 dB, a pre LNA loss of 1.0 dB

(Due to feeder loss etc.) and a LNA noise figure of 2 dB are assumed.

In Appendix A a description is given of the link budget calculations and

references are given where the used equations can be found. The bitrate

used is 4.096 Mbit/s (66.1 dBHz on the satellite link) as agreed between

EJT and the NLR.

In situation A the link budget is given using the ECS/~~ transponder.

In situation B the link budget is given using the Olympus Specialised

Services Payload. It is a worst-case calculation assuming the earth

station at EJT to be located on the edge of the coverage zone of the used
abeam (1.3 coverage zone).

In situation C the link budget is given using the 20/30 GHz transponder

of the Olympus satellite. It is also a worst case calculation assuming

the earth station at ElJT to be located at the edge of the spotbeam

coverage zone.
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Fig. 7.2 Link between archive and transmit earth station via THE-net

From the link budgets A,B and C, it can be concluded that less transponder

capacity is necessary using the Specialised Services Payload and the

20/30 GHz transponder than using the ECS/SMS transponder. Therefore the

link budgets D, E and F are calculated. In this link budgets not the

antenna diameter is the resemblance, but the amount of transponder
capacity used.

In situation D the link budget is given using the ECS transponder and the

receiving earth station, as defined by APOLLO for zone 1, with a G/T of

20.5 dB/K (20.4 dB/K if the downlink rain attenuation is included in the
system noise temperature). About 12.6% (-9 dB) of the available transponder

capacity is required tg obtain an Es/(No+I) of 6.1 dB necessary to achieve
a BER less than 10-8 (see also Section 6.2.4)
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Using the same percentage of available transponder capacity with the

Olympus Specialised Services Payload and Olympus 20/30 GHz:transponder it

is calculated in E and F what the figure of merit (G/T) must be of the

receiving earth stations. For the Specialised Services Payload of the

Olympus satellite this results in a value G/T= 18.1 dB/K as given in

linkbudget E. This can be accomplished using an antenna with a diameter

of about 1.5m. and an efficiency of 0.55 (pointing loss, u~ noise figure,

etc. as described earlier for the 3m. antenna). For the 20/30 GHz

transponder of the Olympus satellite this results in a value G/T= 14.0 dB/K

as given in link budget F. Using an antenna with a diameter of 0.6m and an

efficiency of 0.5 will be enough to achieve the required G/L

note 1: Some parameters are not given in table 7.1 for the link budgets

concerning the Olympus transponders. 'lhe reason is the fact that there

is a difference in presentation of the specifications for the ECS/SMS

transponder [13J and the Olympus transponders [18J [19J . The values of

the satellite transmit EIRP to the receiving earth station is obtained,

using the minimum EIRP levels to the edge of coverage decraesea by the

output back-off ..

In Appendix A the link bUdget calculation is described.

For the link between Eindhoven and Amsterdam no special calculations are

given, because the only difference will be a higher off axis gain loss

if the receiving earth station is located in Amsterdam and the ECSjSMS

transponder is used. lhis requires an increase in EIRP of the transmitting

earth station of 0.5 dB to eliminate the increase in off axis gain loss

from 1.0dB to 1.5dB. This means that more satellite transponder capacity

will be required. If the 3m antenna is used in .~sterdam as receive

antenna and the ECS/~1S transponder will be used link budget A must be

corrected. Using the Olympus transponders no adjusment is necessary if it

is assumed that .Amsterdam is also located on the edge of the coverage
zones.



ECS/tMS OLYMPUS ECS/~S OLYMPUS

SSP 20/30GHz SSP 20/30GHz

UPLINK 3m 3m 3m 12.6% 12.6% 12.6%
A B C D E F

EIRP transmitting earth station 63.0 63.5 55.0 66.8 69.6 66.8 dBW

free space loss 207.1 207.1 213.L 207.1 207.1 213.2 dB

atmospheric attenuation CCeeu."L <,QyI 0.2 0.2 1.0 0.2 0.2 1.0 dB

propagation loss 207.3 207.3 214.L 207.3 207.3 214.2 dB
IPFD due to transmitted signal -99.9 -99.4 '-108.8 -96. 1 -93.3 -97.0 dBW/m2

total IPFD at satellite input -87.1 -84.3 -88.0 -87.1 -84.3 -88.0 dBW/m2
(referred to zone location of ,
transmitting earth station)

I
--...j.

IPFD for saturation (no gain) - 81 . 1 -81 . 1 dBW/m 2 .....
I

off-axis gain loss to transmitting 1.0 1.0 dB
earth station

gain setting in satellite 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 dB
IPFD for saturation -80.1 -77.3 -81.0 -80.1 -77 .3 -81.0 dBW/m2

(referred to zone location of
transmitting earth station)

input back-off 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 dB
C/T to boresight 1.0 1.0 dB/K
C/T to t ransmitt ing earth station 0.0 4.9 7.7 0.0 4.9 7.7 dB/K
uplink CIT -144.3 -142.7 -151.5 -140.5 -136.6 -139.7 dBW/K

Table 7.1 a
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saturated EIltr to boresight

o utnut back-off

off-axis gain loss to receiving
earth station

total EIRP to receiving earth station

EIRP to receiving earth station due to
transmitted signal

free space loss

atmospheric attnuation (CLeu. 'L s-Q~ )
propagation loss

IPf[) at receiving earth station due to
transmitted signal

CIT of receiving earth station

downli nk CIT

overall CIT

Boltzmann constant

C/No
bitrate (on sate1] ite link)

E/No
C II
E/(No+I)

ECS/SviS OLYMPUS ECS/SvtS OLYMPUS

SSP 20/30GHz SSP 20/30GH2
3m 3m 3m 12.6% 12.6% 12.6%
A B C D E F

42.8 42.8

2.5 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.5

1.0 1.0

39.3 41.7 49.6 39.3 41.7 49.6

26.5 26.6 28.8 30.3 32.7 40.6

206.1 206.1 209.8 206.1 206.1 209.8

0.2 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.5

206.3 206.3 210.3 206.3 206.3 210.3

-136.4 -1.56.3 -134.5 -132.6 -130.2 -122.7

24.2 24.2 27.7 20.4 18. 1 14.0

-155.6 -155.5 -153.8 -155.6 -155.5 -155.7

-155.7 -155.6 -155.8 -155.7 -155.6 -155.8

-228.6 -228.6 -228.6 -228.6 - 228.6 -228.6

72.9 73.0 72.8 72.9 73.0 72.8

66.1 66.1 66. 1 66.1 66.1 66. 1

6.8 6.9 6.7 6.8 6.9 6.7

14.5 14.0 15.0 14.5 14.0 15.0

6. 1 6. 1 6. 1 6. 1 6. 1 6. 1

dBW

dB

dB

dBW

dBW

dB

dB

dB
2dBW/m

dB/K

dmlJIK

dB\IJIK

dBlIJ/IlzK

dB! Iz

dBllz

dB

dB

dB

I
-...J

N
I

Table 7.1 b
Table 7.1 Link budget caculations DOmATA testbed a:Uplink b:Downlink
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8 Conclusions and Recommendations

The following conclusions and recommendations are offered with respect to the

work presented here.

8. 1 Conelus ions

1 For the APOLLO Basic Service it is required to use about 10% of the available

ECS/SMS transponder power to achieve a BER less than 10-6 for 99% of the

time if receive-only earth stations wlth a G/T of 20.5 dB/K (zone 1)

to 22.5 dB/K (zone 3) are used.

2 It is possible to achieve a BER less than 10-8 for 99% of the time using

the APOLLO specified receive-only earth stations and the existing ECS/SMS
transmit-and-receive earth stations, if the transmitted EIRP is increased

by about 2.3 dB above the EIRP necessary for the APOLLO Basic Service.

Therefore, UOCDATA can be compatible with the APOLLO concept using 17%

of the available transponder power of the ECS/SMS transponder.

3 Concatenated coding will offer the possibility of decreasing the necessary

EIRP, but APOLLO receive-only earth stations not equipped with the decoder

for this concatenated coding cannot receive the DOCDATA signal.

4 The Olympus Specialised Services Payload and the Olympus 20/30 GHz

transponder are not fit for data transmission according to the APOLLO

concept. The satellite access protocol (SAP) as defined by the APOLLO

Working Group carmot be used with these Olympus transponders due to the

multiple beam and spotbeam coverage zones of the Olympus satellite antermas.

It is possible to use these Olympus transponders for the experiments,

because a link between one transmit earth station and one receive earth
station is considered.

5 For the experiments the data station controllers and the satellite access
controller are not necessary. However, some of the functions must be performed
such as preamble/post~ble generation.

6 Using the same percentage of available transponder power of the Olympus
Specialised Services Payload as necessary for the DOCDATA testbed using

the ECS/~IS transponder and an antenna with a diameter of 2m (12.6%),
the anterma diameter of t~e receive antenna can be decreased even if the
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receive earth station is located on the edge of the coverage zone of

the used beam l! 1.5m antenna diameter will be sufficient in case the

receive earth station is located on the edge of the coverage zone of

the beam).

7 Using 12.6% of the available transponder power of the 20/30 GHz transponder

the receive antenna might be even further decreased than with the

Specialised Services Payload to about 0.6Om, due to the higher transponder

power and the higher frequencies which are used. The transmit antenna

might also be decreased in size.

8.2 Recommendations

It is recommended to carry out the experiments as discussed in Section 7.2.

2 In view of recommendation nr. 1 it is recommended to design a

preamble/postamble generator and a speed converter to be able to

perform the experiments.

3 It is recommended to keep abreast with the evolution of the APOLLO project

and the updated system description of the Olympus satellite.

4 It is recommended to contact EUTELSAT to learn which experiment mayor

may not be acceptable.

5 In view of the conclusions nrs. 4, 6 and 7 it is recommended to study

how the Olympus Specialised Services Payload and the Olympus 20/30 GHz

transponder can be used in an operational OOCDATA system. One of the

possibilities is adopting the SSTDMA scheme as used on the Specialised

Services Payload, but this would require more sophisticated and expensive

equipment.

6 In view of conclusion nr. 2 and recommendation nr. 5 it is recommended

that economic studies be carried out to compare the possible system

configurations, not only technically, but also with respect to costs

and according to wishes of the possible users.

7 With respect to the computer program for link budget calculations,

it is recommended to convert the program from the Burroughs computer

to a personal comnuter.
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Appendix A lInk budget description

A 1 General

A link budget presents the calculation of the power of a transmission link,

resulting in a value for the received carrier to noise ratio (CIN) or

bit energy to noise spectral density ratio (~/No) for digital transmission
links.

In this appendix a description is presented of link budget calculations

for digital satellite links as given in this report. Referring to [21J for

detailed discussion of satellite link budgets a brief description is

given of the main link budget parameters. After that the models and

expressions used to calculate certain parameters are given.

A 2 Main parameters

'fhe satellite link can be devided into two parts, the uplink and the

downlink, which are related by the input-output characteristics of the

satellite transponder. The main parameters of uplink and downlink are:

Uplink:

- The effective isotropic radiated power of the transmitting earth

station (EIRPtr )

EIRPtr = P + G - Ltr tr ptr ,dEW (A1)

where Ptr = transmitted power at the antenna input

Gtr = gain of transmit antenna with respect to the

antenna input

Lptr = transmit antenna pointing loss

The uplink propagation loss (L )pup

L = Lf + L + Lruppup up gup ,dB (A2)



where Lfup = 10 10g10

A-2

=

free space loss uplink

L = atmospheric attenuationgup
due to gas absorbtion in

uplink

L = atmospheric attenuationrup
due to rain in uplink.

The input power flux density at the satellite receive antenna input due

to the transmitted signal (IPFDtr )

IPFDtr = EIRPtr - Lsup - Lgup - Lrup

where L = 10 10g10 (47fR
2

) =sup

spreading loss uplink

The IPF8 for saturation of the satellite

transponder minus the total lPFD at the

satellite receive antenna is the input
back-off (lBO)

,dBW/ 2m
(A3)

- The fi~Jre of merit of the satellite towards the transmitting earth

station ((G/Tsattr))

(G/T)sattr = Gsat - Tsat - Loatr ,dB/K (A4)

where G t = max. gain of satellite receive antennasa

Tsat = syst~n noise temperature of

satellite transponder

L = off-axis gain loss towards transmittingoatr
earth station

- The carrier to noise temperature ratio of the uplink ((C/'f) )up

(C/T) = ElRP - L + (G/T)up tr pup sattr ,dBW/K (AS)
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fuwnlink:

The EIRP from the satellite to the receiving earth station due to the

transmitted signal (EIRPsattr )

EIRPsattr = EIRPbo - OBO - Fr - Loare ,dBW (A6)

where EIRPbo = satellite saturated EIRP to boresight

OBO = output back-off which is related to the IBO

Fr = fraction EIRP for transmitted signal

L = off-axis gain loss to receiving earth stationoare

- The downlink propagation loss (Lpdown)

L = L + L + L ,dB (A7)pdown fdown gdown rdown

- The receiving earth station figure of merit to the satellite ( (G/T)re)

where G = gain of receive antenna (max.)re

Lpre= receive antenna pointing loss

,dB/K (A8)

Lplna= pre LNA loss (due to feeder loss, filter loss etc.)

Tsre = system noise temperature of the recelvlng earth

station referred to the input of the LNA.

- The downlink carrier to noise temperature ratio ((C/T)down)

(C/Tdown)= EIRP tt - Lpd + (G/T)sa r own re ,dBW/K (A9)
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- The total carrier to noise temperature ratio l (C/T) to)

,W/K
(A10)

,dBW/K

- The received carrier to noise spectral density ratio (C/No )

C/N = (C/T)t - Ko 0

where K = Boltzmann constant

= -228.6 dBW/HzK

,dBHz (A11)

- The received bit energy to noise spectral density ratio (~/No )

where 1\ = bit rate in dBHz

,dB (A12)

The received bit energy to noise + interference spectral density

ratio (~/Nt )

(A13)

where t/1 = carrier to interference ratio

= 10 log10 cE IN)
b t

,dB

the interference is caused by

- co-channel interference

- adjacent channel interference

- other satellite systems

- interrnodulation interference
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A 3 Models and expressions

Earth station data

The distance R between a geostationary satellite and an earth station,

the antenna azimuth angle D( and the antenna elavation angle e can bea
calculated using the following expressions [22J:

R = VD2
+ (RE + h) 2 - 2D (RE + h) cos Y (A14)

O<a = [180
0

+ arccos

1800 - arccos

(tan It' )
tan V

(tan .... )
tan )I

(A15)

= arctan (Dcos )I - (RE + h ))

Dsin )I

(A16)

where D = distance between the satellite and the Earth's

centre (42164.04 km)

RE= average Earth's radius (6378.16 km)

h = altitude of earth station above sea-level

~ = difference between the longitude of the satellite and

the longitude of the earth station

'Y = lattitude of earth station

y = global angle = arccos (cos 4> cos It' )

The polarization rotation angle ~ is the difference between the angle at

which the polarization ~xis of a (linearly polarized) radio wave

intersects the equatorial plane at a satellite antenna and the angle at

which the polarization axis of the same radio wave intersects the

horizontal plane at an earth station. For links with geostationary

satellites ~ can be approximated by, [22J :
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'1 = arctan { tan larcsin (COS" sinoc} } (A17)

cos (arcsin (B-E~) sin"'))

The polarization tilt angle ~ is the sum of the polarization tilt angle

and the satellite alignment angle, the angle the X polarization axis is

aligned from the equatorial plane.

The geographical coordinates of the BUT earth station are 51.450 Nand

5.500 E. With the ECS-2, located at 7.000 E in the geostationary orbit,

this resul ts in

distance R = 38.515 km

azimuth 0(' = 178.1 0 (east to south)
a 0

elevation € = 31.1

The satellite alignment angle of the ECS-2 is -3.50 east to south

(counterclockwise from the earth station's point of view). With '1 =1.20

(east to south), the polarization tilt angle 't' becomes 1:=-2.30 (east to

south).

Pointing loss

The pointing loss of an antenna can be calculated using the pointing error

angle and the radiation pattern of the antenna. The radiation pattern

between the 3 dB points can be approximated by a parabola:

gee) = g(O).(1-(1- 1/Vl ).(~~)), 181<~bW

where bW = 3 dB beamwidth (degrees)

(.1\18)

The antenna radiation pattern is supposed to be circle symmetric.

The antenna pointing loss (L ) can be approximated using (.1\18):p

G (8) = rg(8) I 2

therefore the pointing loss L will bep

Lp = -20 10g10 (1 - (1_ 1/v'2'). (~~ ) 2 )

where 6= pointing error angle (degrees)

(.1\19)
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Gas absorbtion attenuation

In the link budgets discussed, the attenuation due to gas absorbtion (L )
g

is calculated using the approximation expression [23J

,dB (A20)

where ~ 0 = specific attenuation of oxygen in dB/kIn

~w = specific attenuation of watour vapour in dB/kIn

a = equivalent height for oxygen

b = equivalent height for water vapour

eo = elevation angle

Using the data for a and b and the expressions to calculate ~o and ~w

as given in report 719 - 1 of the CCIR [16J the attenuation due to gas

absorbtion can be calculated.

Rain attenuation

The rain attenuation (Lr ) as given in the link budgets is also

calculated according to a CCIR model [16] , which is also discussed

in [23J .

c<.

~ R(%) = kR(%) (A21 )

where ~ R(%) = specific rain attenuation

R(%) = rain intensity for a given percentage

of the time

k ,0( = regression coefficients as given by [16J
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,dB (A22)

where ~ = length of path through the rain-shower

r = reduction factor

Using the statistics data as given by [16J for the different parameters

the attenuation due to rain for a specified percentage of the time

can be calculated.

System noise temperature

The system noise temperature T at the input of the low noise amplifier
s

(LNA) of the receiving earth station can be calculated as follows, [21]

T = T + T
s a r ,K (A23)

where T = antenna noise temp. at the LNA inputa

Tr = receiver noise temp. at the LNA input

The antenna noise temperature T at the input of the LNAa

Ta = f (1 - P ) • T + P e. TL sky' gr' gr

+ P • ( 1 - £ gr) . TskyJ~
A.plna ,K

(A24)

where T = sky noise temp.sk-y

Tgr = Earth's temp. (290K)

egr = emission coefficient of the earth (~1)

P = part of antenna radiation pattern directed

~ = pre L~ loss (due to feeder, filter, etc.)plna
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With T = 290K and g = this becomesgr gr

Ta '{C1 - P) . Tsky • P .290] .t
pina

,K (A25)

IVhen the antenna is not in the rain-shower the value (1-P) Tsky
must be adjust [23J but this is not included.

,K (A26)

where Tga = galactic noise temp.

Tmed = medium temp

= £. . .c = atmospheric attenuationg r

a reasonable approximation of

A 25 becomes
T d= 260K • With T d = 260Kme me

T ky ={T + 260 ([, - 1) 1. Xs ga aXa
,K (A27)

The receiver noise temperature Tr at the input of the LNA is given by [21J

(A28)

~lna

~lna - 1 + T . (f - 1)- physT = T •r phys

where Tphys = physical temperature (290K)

~ = noise figure of LNA
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Program description

The computer program described in this appendix is an interactive program

to calculate link budgets for digital satellite links. The expressions

and models as discussed in appendix A are implemented in the program.

Due to the interactive character of the program, the user must know the

value of certain parameters before using the program. Furthermore the

program offers the possibility to give certain parameters or to let the

computer calculate these parameters depending on the knowledge of the

user. Therefore a program manual will be given which describes how to

use the program and the parameters which must be known in advance.

The appendix ends with a listing of the program and an example of the

output of the program.

It is recommended to convert the program to a Personal Computer (PC).

This may not cause any problems because the program is written in

standard ISO-Pascal, except for the variable strings and string-arrays as

defined in the program (line 1000-1400). Furthermore the line numbers

should be skipped, because Pascal on a PC runs without line numbers.

B 2 Program manual

The program is implemented on the Burrough's computer of the computer

centre of EUT. To start the program the following actions must be

performed. The computer will first ask the usercode. This must be

answered with ELECCA3. Then the password must be given. The password

is HENRI. The computer will now give a survey of the available connection

and processing time. After that the program can be copied to the work file

with: GET LINKBUDGET. After entering R(UN) the program will start.

First will be asked if an Uplink budget, a Downlink budget or Total

budget (Uplink and Downlink) is to be calculated. After answering this

question the parameters for the uplink and/or downlink will be asked.

The parameters which mw, t be known in advance are catagorized and given

in the following blocks for uplink as well as downlink. Also the

dimensions of the values that must be entered into the computer are given.

Note that it is only necessary to enter the values, not the dimensions.
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The corresponding lines in the listing of the program are written on top

of the blocks.

Uplink

Line 44800-47400

Transmitting earth station

-Name

-altitude above sea-level (km)

-lattitude (deg. N)

-longitude (deg. E)

Kind of polarization (Linear or Circular)

Satellite

-Name

-longitude (deg. E)

-aligrnent angle (deg. east to south)

Uplink frequency
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The transmitted EIRP can either be given or calculated by the computer.

Line 52900-61000

- transmitted EIRP (dBW)

or

2

- antenna peak or -diameter of antenna

gain (dB) (m)

-antenna efficiency n

O~n~l

- antenna pointing or -pointing accuracy

loss (dB) (pointing error angle) (deg.)

-3 dB beamwidth (deg.)

- maximum output power of HPA (dEW)

-' output back-off (dB)

- post HPA loss (dB) or specification of the post

HPA 1uss

- number of losses

- name of loss

- value of loss
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The attenuation due to gas absorbtion will be calculated using the eerR

expressions [16J as discussed in appendix A (A 20)

Line 24000-26400

- attenuation due to gas absorbtion

or

- equivalent height for oxygen (km)

- equivalent height for water vapour (km)

- water vapour density (g/m3)

3

The attenuation due to rain can also be given or calculated by the

computer using the eerR model [16] as discussed in appendix A (A 21, A 22).

The k and~ regression coefficients are calculated with the following

expressions 16 23

(Bl )

and

where £ = elevation angle

"'( = polarization til tangle

The values of kh , kv,O<h and~ can be found in table Bl, Values for

frequencies. ~hich are not given in table Bl can be obtained by interpolation

as discussed in [23J . Within the program it is possible to give the

regerssion coefficients for the nearest frequencies higher and lower

than the used frequency. The computer will then calculate the values of
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k and 0( for the frequency used. Therefore it is recormnended to have table

B1 available when using the program.

table B1

R~,r~ssla~ co~(fi(f~"/s far ~SII,"Q/I~,!: S/U(f(ic all~~UQ/la"s

[16]

F~~u~ncy
~" <. aN 11.(GHz)

; .)000038 7 00000352 0.912 'j 'Mil

- Il 000154 0000 U8 0963 ~ ~2J

• 0000650 0.00059\ I 121 : 0-; ~

0 o00 i "5 0.00155 I 308 : 2n5- 'J 0030 I o00265 I J32 l J I 2
I I .) 00454 000J95 iJ27 i ; 10

I III '10101 0.00887
, 276 I 2/'14.

. , 1).0188 0.0168 \ 217 I~OU

~j ')0367 00JJ5 i.154 ! ~:i

20 0.075\ 00691 1 099 I 1)1>5

'< ) '24 O.! I J i 061 1 ').3U.-
:0 ,) !8 i 1l.16; I 021 I JuO
J) J 263 O~JJ 0.979 I) ~/'IJ

.0 1350 ,n 10 0.9J9 j-J2')

.. ~ H42 ')39 ) 090; 1 'l'l7

50 :} 5Jo 0479 0873 0808
~O J. ~O; 0642 0.826 I) 824
or: 'U5 ! 0.784 079J 'J '1)3
~O J P5 J 906 0.769 'J '~tJ

.0 ;Q6 0999 o1; J 1)"'.1

: ,)U i
, : 06 o'4J lJ .. ..!.J

',' r i 13 a :3 I .J '1,
.-J

,51] : j ~ l 1,7 0.7!0 d ;'; 1

200 i 45 1.42 0.089 Oo~

Joo U6 I J5 ob88 06~tJ

400 rJ2 ! J I 0.683 U.084

• Raindrop size dlstl1but,on (l.1wS and Panons. ;94)1
fermrnal ,eloclty oi raindrops (Gunn and «mzer. 19491.
Ind~, ')i reiractlon of lOater al ,0oC [R.1v. 19721.

\.iues oi k ll, .c •.. a" .nd a. for spheroidal drops ~Fedl. 1919: MaUlon. 19811 based on rellression ror the ranlle 1 to 150 mm/h.

To know the total IPFD at the input of the satellite receive antenna the

following questions must be answered.

Line 69900-70600

- are more earth stations using the same transponder?

if the answer is Yes then

total IPFD at the input of the satellite receive antenna
( dBW/m2)

5
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For the receive part of the satellite the following questions must be

answered.

Line 75400- 77700

- satellite G/T to

boresight (dB/K)

or

6

-satellite receive

antenna peak gain (dB)

-uplink noise temp.

(dBK)

- off-axis gain loss to transmitting earth station (dB).

- boresight IPFD for saturation (dBw/m2)

- gain setting in satellite transponder (dB)
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Line 33400 - 38100 (and 29600 - 30600 )

- attenuation due to rain (dB)

- time percentage this attenuation is exceeded

or

4

- ~, kv ' O(h and ()(v

for the used frequency

or - nearest frequency in table Bl

higher then used frequency

- kh , kv ' O<h and (>(v for

this frequency

- same for nearest frequency

lower than used

- time percentage this attenuation is exceeded

- rain height for given time percentage (km)

- rain intensity for given time percentage (rnm/hr)

- coefficient C to calculate the reduction factor
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Downlink

Concerning the data of the receIvIng earth station and satellite,

similar parameters as for the uplink must be given (block 1).

However, if an uplink budget is also calculated the data of the

satellite will not be asked.

(Line 84500 - 86900 )

For the transmit part of the satellite the following parameters must

be given.

Line 93100 - 95900

- saturated EIRP to

boresight (dBW)

or

7

- saturated HPA
output power (dBW)

- post HPA loss (dB)

- satellite transmit

antenna peak gain (dB)

- output back-off (dB) (the input back-off will be given if an

uplink budget is also calculated)

- loss due to intermodulation (dB)

- off-axis gain loss to receiving earth station (dB)

If no uplink budget is calculated the following questions will be

asked, to able the computer to calculate the EIRP to the receiving

earth station due to the transmitted signal.

Line 96200 - 96800 8

are more earth stations using the same transponder?
if the answer is Yes then

- which part of EIRP for transmitted signal (dB)
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For the attenuation due to gas absorbtion and rain the same

parameters must be given as for the uplink (block 3 and block 4),

but now for the downlink frequency.

The figure of merit (G/T) of the receIvIng earth station can either

be given or calculated by the computer if the right parameters are

entered in the computer. The parameters that must be entered are

given in block 9.

Line 108300 - 118200

- figure of merit (G/T) of receiving earth station (dB/K)

or

- antenna peak gain (dB)

- pointing loss (dB)

- pre LNA loss (dB)

(due to feeder, filter,

etc. )

- system noise

temperature (dBK)

or

or

or

or

- diameters of antenna (m)

- antenna efficiency n

Os n ~1

- pointing accuracy (deg)

(pointing error angle)

- 3 dB beamwidth (deg)

- specification of the pre

LNA loss

- number of losses

- name of loss

- value of loss (dB)

- LNA noise figure (dB)

- part P of antenna directed

to the grOl.ll1d 0~ P~ 1

- galactic noise temperature (K)
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To calculate the received ~ IN and ~ IN + I (or E if coding is-b 0 -b 0 s
USed) the following parameters must be given and questions answered.

Line 119100 - 121200

If no uplink budget is calculated

- uplink CIT (dBW/K)

if this is not to be considered it can be passed.

- bitrate on satellite link (kbit/s)

10

- Is coding used?

Yes - the value

No the value

for E IN and E IN + I will be calculateds 0 s 0
for ~/No and ~/No + I will be calculated

signal to interference ratio (C/I) (dB)

the input back-off will be given if an uplink budget is also

calculated. If the interference is not to be considered it can

be passed.

For the demodulation and decoding in the reclvlng earth station the

following questions must be answered and parameters given, to

calculate the necessary ~/No +1 (or Es/No + I ) input level .
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Line 138900 - 144500

- bit error rate (BER) target (dB)

- kind of modulation (e.g. QPSK)

- ~/No theoretical (dB)

if coding is used

- kind of coding (e.g. FEC, convolutional)

- kind of decoding (e.g. VITERBI)
- coding rate (dB)

- coding gain (netto) (dB)

(not including coding rate)

- necessary ~/No + I (or E /N + I ) at the input of thes 0
receiving earth station (dB)

or

total degradation or specification of

of receiver (dB) degradation

(due to phase noise)

-number of degradations

-name of degradation
-value of degradation (dB)

The output of the program is written to the file LBG. This file can

be displayed on the screen by: L(ISI) LBG. To get a copy of the file

LBG enter U$SERVICE/PRINT O~~ APPL LBG TO PRINfER: TEXT

An example of such output is given in B4
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B3 Program listing
LINKBUDGET
DATE & TIME PRINTED: MONDAY, MAY 12, 1986 @20:05:43.

VAR

Pi,LN10 : REAL;

{ VARIABLES CONCERNING THE SATELLITE TRANSMITTING PART}

{ VARIABLES CONCERNING THE TRANSMITTING EARTH STATION }

REAL;

REAL;

DOSTACS : BOOLEAN;
dofrslo,doeair,dosplo,dogabsatt,dorainatt,doextipe
doatmatt,doprlo,reipfdtr : REAL;

upfrslo,upeair,upsplo,upgabsatt,uprainatt,upextipe
upatmatt,upprlo,satipfdtr,satipfdto : REAL;
STAOC,STAOCI : CHAR;
UPSTACS : BOOLEAN;

{ VARIABLES CONCERNING THE DOWNPATH }

{ VARIABLES CONCERNING THE SATELLITE RECEIVING PART }

{ VARIABLES CONCERNING THE UPPATH }

STASEIRP : CHAR:
sathpasop,satiml,satphpal,sattapg,satobo,satoaglr REAL;
satseirpbo,sateirppt,sateirpre,sateirptrre : REAL;

tralt,trlat,trlong,satlong,upfreq,upwale,trantdi,tranteff : REAL;
trantbw,trantpae,tplo,trantplo,trhpapo,trobo,trphpal : REAL;
trelan,trazan,trdist,trpoltian,satalan,trantpg,treirp : REAL;
a,b,c,d,i,nphpal : INTEGER;
STATEIRP,STATAPG,STATAPL,STAPHPAL,TRPOL,BUDKI : CHAR;
TREST,SAT : NAMESTRING;
SPEPHPAL : STRINGARRAY;
vaphpal : VALARRAY;
LBG : TEXT;
Up,Down : BOOLEAN;

satrapg,satoaglt,satsipfd,satgase,upnote,satgtbo : REAL;
satrepo,satibo,satgsipfd,satgttr,upct,upctl : REAL;
STASGT : CHAR;

{ VARIABLES CONCERNING THE TOTAL PROGRAM }

CONST
Re = 6378. 16 ;
Di = 42164.04;
Be = -228.6;

PROGRAM LINKBUDGET (INPUT,OUTPUT,LBG:FILE<KIND-DISK,
BLOCKSTRUCTURE=FIXED»;

TYPE
·NAMESTRING = PACKED ARRAY[l •• 60] OF CHAR;
SPECSTRING = PACKED ARRAY[l •• 25] OF CHAR;
STRINGARRAY = ARRAY[l •• 10] OF SPECSTRING;
VALARRAY = ARRAY[l •. 10] OF REAL;

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900

1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600
2700
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2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500
4600
4700
4300
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500
5600
5700
5800
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VARIABLES CONCERNING THE RECEIVING EARTH STATION }

VARIABLES CONCERNING THE DEMODULATION AND DECODING }

PROCEDURE SPACE( n INTEGER);

{ PROCEDURES AND FUNCTIONS}

REAL;

SQRT( 1 - SQR( x )) / x );

REAL )x :

THEN
:= Pi/2

ELSE
:= ARCTAN(ARCCOS

END;

MODKI,CODKI,DECKI : NAMESTRING;
STACOD,STAENN,STADEG : CHAR;
SPEDEG : STRINGARRAY:
vadeg : VALARRAY;
o,ndeg : INTEGER;
bertar,benora,codra,codga,sinoran,sinorac,todeg,margin REAL;

STARGT,STARAPG,STARAPL,STAPLNAL,STASNT : CHAR;
STAUCT,STACIR : BOOLEAN;
SPEPLNAL : STRINGARRAY;
vaplnal : VALARRAY;
e,f,g,h,p,q,r,j,nplnal : INTEGER;
regt,reantpg,reantdi,reanteff,reantplo,reantbw,reantpac : REAL;
rplo,replnal,resnt,relnanf,repagr,dogantl,caifra,biras11 : REAL;
birasl,rerepo,replnall,ntplll,relnanfl,ntlnal,doatmatt1 : REAL;
lol,ntgal,ntaal,ntgrl,ntalil,ntsysl,doct,doctl,liunb,ovct : REAL;
ovctl,canora,sinora,caifral,sinoral,sinoifral,sinoifra : REAL;

ELSE
TAN := SIN( x ) / COS( x );

END;

REEST : NAMESTRING;
REPOL : CHAR;
realt,relat,relong,dofreq : REAL:
reelan,reazan,redist,repoltian,dowale : REAL;

FUNCTION LOG( x : REAL) : REAL;
BEGIN

LOG := LN( x ) / LN10:
END;

FUNCTION TAN( x REAL) REAL;
BEGIN

IF COS( x) 0 THEN
BEGIN

WRITELN('In the calculation of azimuth and polarisation ');
WRITELN('tilt angle the function TAN( x ) is used and in ');
WRITELN('this case COS( x ) = 0 ! (READ THE MANUAL)');
TAN . - 1. OE60;

END

FUNCTION ARCSIN( x : REAL ) : REAL:
BEGIN

ARCSIN := ARCTAN( x / SQRT( 1 - SQR( x)));
END;

FUNCTION ARCCOS(
BEGIN

IF x = 0
ARCCOS

5900
6000
6100
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200
7300
7400
7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
8300
8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200
9300
9400
9500
9600
9700
9800
9900

10000
10100
10200
10300
10400
10500
10600
10700
10800
10900
11000
11100
11200
11300
11400
11500
11600
11700
11800
11900
12000
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{ THIS PROCEDURE CALCULATES THE ELEVATION ANGLE, THE AZIMUTH ANGLE }
{ AND THE DISTANCE OF THE EARTH STATION TO THE SATELLITE ,WREN }
{ THE COORDINATES OF THE EARTH STATION AND THE SATELLITE ARE GIVEN.}
{ IT ALSO CALCULATES THE POLARISATION TILT ANGLE IF THE SATELLITE }

THIS PROCEDURE CALCULATES THE SOM OF n ARRAY ELEMENTS

PROCEDURE SOM( n : INTEGER; val: VALARRAY ; VAR sum: REAL );

PROCEDURE GROUNDSTATION( psi,phi,alt,alan : REAL: POL: CHAR ;
VAR elan,azan,dist,poltian : REAL );

}

•

VAR i : INTEGER;
BEGIN

Sum := 0.0;
FOR i .- 1 TO n DO

Sum := sum + val[il:
END;

BEGIN
FOR i := 1 TO n DO

WRITELN(LBG) ;
END:

VAR i INTEGER;

VAR i INTEGER:

BEGIN
FOR i := 1 TO n DO

WRITE(LBG,' ');
END:

PROCEDURE YESorNO( VAR ANSWER: CHAR );
BEGIN

REPEAT
WRITELN('Type Y(yes) or N(no)');
READ (ANSWER) ;
WHILE ANSWER = ' , DO READ(ANSWER);

UNTIL (ANSWER = 'Y') OR (ANSWER = 'N');
END~

PROCEDURE LINE( n INTEGER);

PROCEDURE TOorSPE( VAR ANSWER CHAR);
BEGIN

REPEAT
WRITELN('Type T(total) or S(specification)');
READ (ANSWER) ;
WHILE ANSWER = ' , DO READ(ANSWER);

UNTIL (ANSWER = 'T') OR (ANSWER = 'S');
END;

PROCEDURE GlorCA( VAR ANSWER CHAR);
BEGIN

REPEAT
WRITELN('Type G(give) or C(calculate)');
READ(ANSWER) ;
WHILE ANSWER = ' , DO READ(ANSWER);

UNTIL (ANSWER = 'G') OR (ANSWER = 'C');
END:
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ELSE

PROCEDURE GASABS( elan.freq : REAL; VAR gabsatt : REAL );

dist := SQRT(SQR(Di) + SQR(r) - 2 * Di * r * COS(glanrad»;

VAR psirad,phirad,alanrad,glanrad,r : REAL;
elanrad,azanrad.poltianrad.polrotanrad REAL;

REAL:

BEGIN
WRITELN(CHR(12»;
oxyeqh := 8;
wateqh := 2;
elanrad := (elan * Pi) / 180;
IF elan < 10 THEN

STAGABS := 'G'
ELSE

VAR watvad,wateqh.watattc.watabsatt.a,b.c.d.e
oxyeqh.oxyattc.oxyabsatt.elanrad : REAL;
STAGABS : CHAR;

BEGIN
WRITE('Do you want to give the attenuation rlue to ');
WRITELN('gasabsorbtion. or let the computer');
WRITELN('calculate it as described in the program manual?');

{ THIS PROCEDURE READS THE ATTENUATION DUE TO GAS ABSORBTION OR }
{ CALCULATES THIS VALUE AS DESCRIBED IN THE MANUAL OF THE PROGRAM. }
{ THE WATER VAPOUR DENSITY MUST BE GIVEN BY THE USER. WHO CAN ALSO }
{ GIVE THE EQUIVALENT HEIGHTS FOR OXYGEN AND WATER VAPOUR AS USED }
{ IN THE FORMULAS. THE DEFAULT VALUES ARE 8 km (oxygen) AND }
{ 2 km (water vapour) }

BEGIN
polrotanrad := Pi / 4;
poltianrad := polrotanrad;

END;

IF phi < 0 THEN
azanrad := Pi - ARCCOS(TAN(psirad) / TAN(glanrad»

ELSE
azanrad := Pi + ARCCOS(TAN(psirad) / TAN(glanrad»;

IF POL = 'L' THEN
BEGIN

polrotanrad := ARCTAN(TAN(ARCSIN(COS(psirad) * SIN(azanrad»)
/ COS(ARCSIN(r * SIN(glanrad) / dist»);

poltianrad := polrotanrad + alanrad;
END
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{ ALIGNMENT ANGLE IS GIVEN. }

elan := elanrad * 180 / Pi;
azan := azanrad * 180 / Pi;
poltian := poltianrad * 180 / Pi;

END;

BEGIN
r := Re + alt;
psirad := psi * Pi / 180;
phirad := phi * Pi / 180;
alanrad := alan * Pi / 180;
glanrad := ARCCOS(COS(phirad) * COS(psirad»;
elanrad .- ARCTAN«Di * COS(glanrad) - r) / (Di * SIN(glanrad»);

18300
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WRITELN('For calculation frequency < 350 GHz I');
GIorCA( STAGABS );

END;
IF STAGABS = 'G' THEN

BEGIN
WRITELN('Attenuation due to gasabsorbtion? (in dB)');
READ(gabsatt) ;

END
ELSE

BEGIN
IF EOLN = TRUE THEN READLN;
WRITE('Equivalent height for oxygen? (in km) Default ');
WRITELN('value = 8 km');
IF EOLN = FALSE THEN

READ(oxyeqh);
IF EOLN = TRUE THEN READLN;
WRITE('Equivalent height for water vapour? (in km) ');
WRITELN('Default value = 2 km');
IF EOLN = FALSE THEN

READ(wateqh) ;
WRITELN('Water vapour density? (in g/m**3)');
READ(watvad) ;

IF freq < 57 THEN
BEGIN

a := 6.6 / ( SQR(freq) + 0.33 );
b := 9 / ( SQR(freq - 57) + 1.96 };
oxyattc := ( a + b ) * SQR(freq) * 1.0E-3;

END
ELSE

IF freq < 63 THEN { also freq > 57 }

oxyattc .- 14.9
ELSE { freq < 350 }

BEGIN
a := 4.13 / (SQR(freq - 63) + 1.1 );
b := 0.19 / ( SQR(freq - 118.7) + 2 );
oxyattc := ( a + b ) * SQR(freq) * 1.0E-3;

END;

c := 2.4 / ( SQR(freq - 22.3) + 6.6 );
d := 7.33 / ( SQR(freq - 183.5) + 5 );
e := 4.4 / ( SQR(freq - 323.8) + 10 );
watattc := ( 0.067 + c + d + e ) * SQR(freq) * watvad * 1.0E-4;

oxyabsatt := oxyeqh * oxyattc;
watabsatt := wateqh * watattc;
gabsatt := ( oxyabsatt + watabsatt ) / SIN(elanrad);

END;
END;

PROCEDURE KandALPHA( VAR kho,kve,aho,ave : REAL);
BEGIN

WRITELN('Coefficient k-horizontal for this frequency?');
READ(kho) ;
WRITELN('Coefficient k-vertical for this frequency?');
READ(kve) ;
WRITELN('Coefficient alpha-horizontal for this frequency?');
READ(aho) ;
WRITELN('Coefficient alpha-vertical for this frequency?');
READ(ave) ;

END;
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PROCEDURE RAINATT( elan,poltian,alt,freq : REAL;
VAR rainatt,extipe : REAL ;VAR STACS : BOOLEAN );

{ THIS PROCEDURE READS THE ATTENUATION DUE TO RAIN OR CALCULATES }
{ IT AS DESCRIBED IN THE MANUAL OF THE PROGRAM. FOR CALCULATION }
{ THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS MUST BE GIVEN : }
{ - (k-horizontal, k-vertical, a-horizontal, a-vertical, }
{ rain intensity for given percentage of time) TO CALCULATE THE }
{ SPECIFIC RAIN ATTENUATION (yr = k * ( R(p%) ** a)). }
{ - percentage of time the attenuation is exceeded }
{ - rain heigt TO CALCULATE THE LENGTH OF THE RAIN PATH }
{ - COEFFICIENT cp TO CALCULATE THE REDUCTIONFACTOR }

VAR k,kl,khor,kver,khorhi,khorlo,kverhi,kverlo,khorln,kverln : REAL;
a,al,ah,av,ahor,aver,ahorhi,ahorlo,averhi,averlo,rahe : REAL:
freqhi,freqlo,freqfa : REAL;
redfa,rapa,rapahor,cp,raint,speraatt,elanrad,poltianrad : REAL;
STARAATT,STAKA : CHAR;

BEGIN
STACS := FALSE;
WRITELN(CHR(12));
IF elan < 10 THEN

STARAATT := 'G'
ELSE

BEGIN
WRITE('Do you want to give the attenuation due to rain or, ');
WRITELN('let the computer');
WRITELN('calculate it as desocibed in the program manual?');
GIorCA( STARAATT );

END:
IF STARAATT = 'G' THEN

BEGIN
WRITELN('Attenuation due to rain? (in dB)');
READ(rainatt);
IF EOLN = TRUE THEN READLN ;
WRITE('Time percentage this attenuation is exceeded?');
WRITELN(' For clear sky, press return!');
IF EOLN = TRUE THEN STACS := TRUE

ELSE READ(extipe);
END

ELSE
BEGIN

WRITELN('Do you want to give the (horizontal and vertical)');
WRITELN('k and alpha regression coefficients for the');
WRITELN('frequency used, or let the computer calculate them');
WRITELN('as described in the program manual?');
GIorCA(STAKA) ;
IF STAKA = 'G' THEN

KandALPHA(khor,kver,ahor,aver)
ELSE

BEGIN
WRITELN('Nearest frequency higher then used, for which');
WRITELN('the k- and alpha-factors are known? (in GHz)');
WRITELN('(According to tabel-l in the program manual)');
READ(freqhi) ;
KandALPHA(khorhi,kverhi,ahorhi,averhi);
WRITELN(CHR(12));
WRITELN('Nearest frequency lower then used, for which');
WRITELN('the k- and alpha-factors are known? (in GHz)');
WRITELN('(According to tabel B.l in the program manual)');
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READ(freqlo) ;
KandALPHA(khorlo,kverlo,ahorlo,averlo);

END;
IF EOLN = TRUE THEN READLN:
WRITE('Percentage of time the attenuation is exceeded?');
WRITELN(' For clear sky, press return!');
IF EOLN = TRUE THEN STACS := TRUE

ELSE READ(extipe);
WRITELN('Rain height for given percentage of time? (in km)');
READ( rahe) ;
WRITE('Rain intensity for given percentage of time? ');
WRITELN('(in mm/hr)');
READ( raint) ;
WRITELN('Coefficient Cp to calculate the reductionfactor?');
READ(cp):

elanrad := elan * Pi / 180;
poltianrad := poltian * Pi / 180;
IF STAKA = 'c' THEN

BEGIN
freqfa := (LN(freqhi)-LN(freq))/(LN(freqhi)-LN(freqlo));
khorln := LN(khorhi) - «LN(khorhi) - LN(khorlo))*freqfa);
khor := EXP(khorln);
kverln := LN(kverhi) - «LN(kverhi) - LN(kverlo))*freqfa);
kver := EXP(kverln);
ahor := ahorhi - «ahorhi - ahorlo) * freqfa);
aver := averhi - «averhi - averlo) * freqfa);

END:
kl := «khor-kver)*SQR(COS(elanrad))*COS(2*poltianrad));
k := (khor+kver+kl) / 2;
ah := ahor * khor:
av := aver * kver;
al := «ah-av)*SQR(COS(elanrad))*COS(2*poltianrad));
a := (ah+av+al) / (2 * k);
speraatt := k * EXP(a * LN(raint)); { k*(R(p%)**a)
rapa := ( rahe - alt ) / SIN(elanrad);
rapahor := rapa * COS(elanrad);
red fa := 90 / ( 90 + ( cp * rapahor ) );

rainatt := speraatt * rapa * redfa;

END;
END;

BEGIN

Pi := 4 * ARCTAN(l);
LNI0 : = LN( 10);

{ DEFAULT VALUES VARIABLES (if necessary)

nphpal := 0; nplnal := 0; ndeg := 0;
a :=0: b := 0: c := 0; d :=O;e := 0; f := 0;
g := 0; h := 0; i := 0; 0 := 0; p := 0; q := 0; r :=0;
Up := FALSE; Down := FALSE; STAUCT := TRUE; STACIR := TRUE;
UPSTACS := FALSE; DOSTACS := FALSE;

REWRITE ( LBG);
WRITELN(CHR(12)):
REPEAT

WRITE('Do you want an Uplink bud~et(U),a Downlink budget(D) or');
WRITELN(' a Total link budget(T);'):



{ MAKING UP THE OUTPUT OF THE PROGRAM (BACK-UP FILE LBG) FOR }
{ THE TRANSMITTING EARTH STATION DATA. }

{in metres}
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WRITELN('Type U or 0 or T');
READ(BUDKI);
WHILE BUDKI = ' , DO READ(BUDKI);

UNTIL (BUDKI = 'U') OR (BUDKI = '0') OR (BUDKI = 'T');

IF (BUDKI = 'T') THEN
BEGIN

Up := TRUE;
Down := TRUE;

END
ELSE

IF (BUDKI = 'U') THEN Up := TRUE
ELSE Down := TRUE;

UPLINK BUDGET

IF Up = TRUE THEN
BEGIN

WRITELN(CHR(12»;
READLN;
WRITELN('Name transmitting earth station?');
READ(TREST) ;
WRITE('Altitude transmitting earth station above sealevel?');
WRITELN(' (in kilometers)');
READ (tralt);
WRITE('Lattitude transmitting earth station?');
WRITELN(' (in degrees NORTH)');
READ(trlat);
WRITE('Longitude transmitting earth station?');
WRITELN(' (in degrees EAST)');
READ ( trlong) ;
REPEAT

WRITELN('Polarization? Type L(linear) or C(circular).');
READ(TRPOL) ;
WHILE TRPOL = ' , DO READ(TRPOL);

UNTIL (TRPOL = 'L') OR (TRPOL = 'C');
IF EOLN = TRUE THEN READLN;
WRITELN('Name of satellite?');
READ(SAT) ;
WRITELN('Longitude satellite? (in degrees EAST)');
READ(satlong) ;
WRITE('Satellite alignment angle? (WEST to NORTH) ');
WRITELN('(in degrees)');
READ ( satalan);
WRITELN('Uplink frequency? (in GHz)');
READ( upfreq);

CALCULATIONS CONCERNING THE TRANSMITTING EARTH STATION

GROUNDSTATION( trlat,(trlong-satlong),tralt,satalan,TRPOL,
trelan,trazan,trdist,trpoltian );

upwale := 3.0E-1 / upfreq;

LINE( 5 );
SPACE( 33 );WRITELN(LBG,'UPLINK BUDGET');
LINE( 2 );
WRITELN(LBG,'Transmitting earth station');

}
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LINE( 1 );
SPACE( 5 );WRITELN(LBG,TREST);
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Altitude above sealevel');

SPACE( 32 );WRITELN(LBG,tralt*1.0E3:10:2,' m');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Lattitude');

SPACE( 46 );WRITELN(LBG,trlat:10:2,' deg. N');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Longitude');

SPACE( 46 );WRITELN(LBG,trlong:10:2,' deg. E');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Polarization');

SPACE( 48 );IF TRPOL = 'L' THEN
WRITELN(LBG,'Linear')

ELSE
WRITELN(LBG,'Circular');

LINE( 1 );
SPACE( 5 );WRITELN(LBG,SAT);
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Longitude satellite');

SPACE( 36 );WRITELN(LBG,satlong:10:2,' deg. E');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Satellite alignment angle ');

WRITE(LBG,'( west to north )');
SPACE( 12 );WRITELN(LBG,satalan:10:2,' deg.');

LINE( 1 );
SPACE( 5 )~WRITE(LBG,'Elevation angle');

SPACE( 40 );WRITELN(LBG,trelan:9:1,' deg.');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Azimuth angle ( east to south )');

SPACE( 24 );WRITELN(LBG,trazan:9:1,' deg.');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Distance earth station to satellite');

SPACE( 20 );WRITELN(LBG,trdlst~9:1,' km');
SPACE( 5 )~WRITE(LBG,'Polarization tilt angle');

WRITE(LBG,' ( west to north )');
SPACE( 14 );WRITELN(LBG,trpoltian:9:1,' deg.');

LINE( 1 );
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Uplink frequency');

SPACE( 39 );WRITELN(LBG,(upfreq*1.0E3):11:3,' MHz');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Uplink wavelength');

SPACE ( 38 );WRITELN(LBG,(upwale*1.0E3):10:2,' mm');
LINE( 35 );

WRITELN(CHR(12»;
WRITE('Do you want to give the EIRP of the transmitting ');
WRITELN('earth station yourself,');
WRITE('or let the computer calculate it as described ');
WRITELN('in the program manual?');
GIorCA(STATEIRP)~

IF STATEIRP = 'G' THEN
BEGIN

WRITELN('EIRP of transmitting earth station? (in dBW)');
RE:AD(treirp);

END
ELSE

BEGIN
a := 6 ~

WRITELN(CHR(12»;
WRITE('Do you want to give the antenna peak gain of the ');
WRITELN('transmit antenna yourself,');
WRITE('or let the computer calculate it as described ');
WRITELN('in the program manual?');
GIorCA(STATAPG) ;
IF STATAPG = 'G' THEN

BEGIN
WRITELN('Transmit antenna peak gain?');
READ ( trantpg) ;

END



55300
55400
55500
55600
55700
55800
55900
56000
56100
56200
56300
56400
56500
56600
56700
56800
56900
57000
57100
57200
57300
57400
57500
57600
57700
57800
57900
58000
58100
58200
58300
58400
58500
58600
58700
58800
58900
59000
59100
59200
59300
59400
59500
59600
59700
59800
59900
60000
60100
60200
60300
60400
60500
60600
60700
60800
60900
61000
61100
61200
61300
61400
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ELSE
BEGIN

b := 2;
WRITE('Diameter antenna of transmitting earth ');
WRITELN('station? (in meters)');
READ(trantdi);
WRITELN('Antenna efficiency? (0 <= n <= 1)');
READ( tranteff) ;

END;
WRITELN(CHR(12»;
WRITE('Do you want to give the pointing loss of the ');
WRITELN('transmit antenna yourself,');
WRITE('or let the computer calculate ');
WRITELN('it as described in the program manual?');
GIorCA( STATAPL );
IF STATAPL = 'G' THEN

BEGIN
WRITELN('Pointing loss of transmit antenna? (in dB)');
READ( trantplo) ;

END
ELSE

BEGIN
c := 2;
WRITELN('3dB beamwidth transmit antenna?(in degrees)');
READ( trantbw) ;
WRITE('Pointing accuracy of transmit ');
WRITELN('antenna? (in degrees)');
READ(trantpac);

END:
WRITELN(CHR(12»;
WRITE('Transmitting earth station HPA maximum output ');
WRITELN('power? (in dBW)');
READ(trhpapo);
WRITE('Transmitting earth station output ');
WRITELN('back-off? (in dB)');
READ ( trobo);
WRITE('Do you want to give a specification of');
WRITELN(' the post HPA loss,');
WRITELN('or give the total post HPA loss?');
TOorSPE( STAPHPAL );
IF STAPHPAL = 'T' THEN

BEGIN
WRITE('Total post HPA loss at transmitting earth ');
WRITELN('station? (in dB)');
READ(trphpal);

END
ELSE

BEGIN
WRITE('Number of different parts contributing to the');
WRITELN(' post HPA loss?');
READ(nphpal):
FOR i := 1 TO nphpal DO

BEGIN
IF EOLN = TRUE THEN READLN;
WRITELN('Name of loss?');
READ(SPEPHPAL[i]);
WRITELN('Value of loss? (in dB)');
READ(vaphpal[i]);

END;
END:

END:



61500
61600
61700
61800
61900
62000
62100
62200
62300
62400
62500
62600
62700
62800
62900
63000
63100
63200
63300
63400
63500
63600
63700
63800
63900
64000
64100
64200
64300
64400
64500
64600
64700
64800
64900
65000
65100
65200
65300
65400
65500
65600
65700
65800
65900
66000
66100
66200
66300
66400
66500
66600
66700
66800
66900
67000
67100
67200
67300
67400
67500
67600
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CALCULATIONS CONCERNING THE TRANSMITTING EARTH STATION RESULTING }
IN A VALUE FOR THE EFFECTIVE ISOTROPICALLY RADIATED POWER (EIRP).}

IF STATEIRP = ~C~ THEN
BEGIN

IF STATAPG = ~C~ THEN
trantpg := 10 * LOG(tranteff * SQR«Pi*trantdi)/upwale));

IF STATAPL ~ ~C~ THEN
BEGIN

tplo := (1 - (1/SQRT(2))) * SQR«2*trantpac)/trantbw);
trantplo := -20 * LOG( 1 - tplo );

END:
IF STAPHPAL = ~S~ THEN

SOM( nphpal,vaphpal,trphpal );
treirp := trhpapo - trobo - trphpal + trantpg - trantplo;

END;

{ MAKING UP THE OUTPUT OF THE PROGRAM (BACK-UP FILE LBG) FOR
{ THE TRANSMITTING EARTH STATION.

LINE( 5 );
WRITELN(LBG,~Uplink~);

LINE( 3 );
WRITELN(LBG,~Transmittingearth station~);

LINE( 1 );
IF STATEIRP = ~C~ THEN

BEGIN
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,~HPA max. power~);

SPACE( 41 );WRITELN(LBG,trhpapo:9:1,~ dBW~);

SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,~output back-off~);

SPACE( 40 );WRITELN(LBG,trobo:9:1,~ dB~);

SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,~post HPA loss~);

SPACE( 42 );WRITELN(LBG,trphpal:9:1,~ dB~);

IF STAPHPAL ~ ~S~ THEN
FOR i := 1 TO nphpal DO

BEGIN
SPACE( 12 );WRITE(LBG,~- ~,SPEPHPAL[i]);

SPACE( 8 );WRITELN(LBG,vaphpal[i]:6:1,~ dB~);

END;
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,~antenna peak gain~);

SPACE( 38 );WRITELN(LBG.trantpg:9:1.~ dB~);

IF STATAPG = ~C~ THEN
BEGIN

SPACE( 12 );WRITE(LBG.~- antenna diameter~);

SPACE ( 18 );WRITELN(LBG,trantdi:6:2.~ m~);

SPACE( 12 );WRITE(LBG,~- antenna efficiency~);

SPACE ( 16 );WRITELN(LBG.tranteff:6:2);
END;

SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,~pointing loss~);

SPACE( 42 );WRITELN(LBG.trantplo:9:1.~ dB~);

IF STATAPL = ~C~ THEN
BEGIN

SPACE ( 12 );WRITE(LBG.~- antenna beamwidth~);

SPACE( 18 );WRITELN(LBG,trantbw:5:2.~ deg.~);

SPACE( 12 );WRITE(LBG.~- antenna pointing accuracy~);

SPACE( 10 );WRITELN(LBG.trantpac:5:2.~ deg.~)

END;
LINE( 1 );

END;
SPACE ( 5 );WRITE(LBG.~EIRP~);

SPACE( 51 );WRITELN(LBG.treirp:9:1,~ dBW~);
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MAKING UP THE OUTPUT OF THE PROGRAM (BACK-UP FILE LBG) FOR }
THE UPPATH }

WRITELN(CHR(12));
WRITELN('Are more earth stations using the same transponder?');
YESorNO( STAOC) ;
IF STAOC = 'Y' THEN

BEGIN
WRITE('Total input power flux density (IPFD) at ');
WRITELN('the satellite antenna,');
WRITE('referred to the zone of the transmitting ');
WRITELN('earth station? (in dBW/m*m)');
READ(satipfdto) :

END
ELSE

satipfdto := satipfdtr;

LINE( 2 );
WRITELN(LBG,'Uppath'):
LINE( 1 ):
SPACE( 5 ):WRITE(LBG,'free space loss'):

SPACE( 40 );WRITELN(LBG,upfrslo:9:1,' dB');
SPACE( 5 ):WRITE(LBG,'effective aperture isotropic radiator');

SPACE( 18 ):WRITELN(LBG,upeair:9:1,' dB/m*m'):
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'spreading loss'):

SPACE( 41 );WRITELN(LBG,upsplo:9:1,' dBm*m');
SPACE( 5 ):WRITE(LBG,'atmosphcric attenuation'):

SPACE( 32 );WRITEL~(LBG,upatmatt:9:1,' dB'):
SPACE( 12 );WRITE(LBG,'- gas absorbtion');

SPACE( 19 );WRITELN(LBG,upgabsatt:6:1,' dB');
SPACE ( 12 ):WRITE(LBG,'- rain attenuation'):
IF UPSTACS = FALSE THEN WRITE(LBG,' (',upextipe:6:2,' % )')

ELSE WRITE(LBG,' (Clear sky)');
SPACE( 4 ):WRITELN(LBG,uprainatt:6:1,' dB'):

SPACE( 5 ):WRITE(LBG,'propagation loss');
SPACE( 39 );WRITELN(LBG,upprlo:9:1,' dB');

upfrslo := 10 * LOG(SQR«4 * Pi * trdist * 1.0E3) / upwale));

}

}

to'):
dBW/m*m');

LINE( 1 );
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'IPFD at satellite antenna due

SPACE( 23 );WRITELN(LBG,satipfdtr:9:1,'
SPACE( 10 );WRITELN(LBG,'transmitted signal');
IF STAOC = 'Y' THEN

upeair := 10 * LOG(SQR(upwale) / (4 * Pi));

RAINATT(trelan,trpoltian,tralt,upfreq,uprainatt,upextipe,
UPSTACS);

upprlo := upfrslo + upatmatt;

upsplo := upfrslo + upeair;

upatmatt := upgabsatt + uprainatt;

GASABS(trelan,upfreq,upgabsatt);

satipfdtr := treirp - upsplo - upatmatt;

CALCULATIONS CONCERNING THE UPPATH

{ ARE MORE STATIONS USING THE SAME TRANSPONDER?

67700
67800
67900
68000
68100
68200
68300
68400
68500
68600
68700
68800
68900
69000
69100
69200
69300
69400
69500
69600
69700
69800
69900
70000
70100
70200
70300
70400
70500
70600
70700
70800
70900
71000
71100
71200
71300
71400
71500
71600
71700
71800
71900
72000
72100
72200
72300
72400
72500
72600
72700
72800
72900
73000
73100
73200
73300
73400
73500
73600
73700
73800
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ELSE

upct := treirp - upprlo + satgttr;

satgttr := satgtbo - satoaglt;

satgsipfd := satsipfd - satgase + satoaglt;

}

satibo := satgsipfd - satipfdto;

satgtbo .- satrapg - upno~e;

E~l> ;

IF STASGT = 'c' THEN
BEGIN

satrepo := treirp - upprlo - satoaglt + satrapg;

BEGIN
WRITELN( 'Satellite G/T to boresight? (in dB/K)');
READ(satgtbo) ;

END;
WRITE('Satellite off-axis gain loss to transmitting earth ');
WRITELN('station? (in dB)');
READ(satoaglt);
WRITE('Boresight IPFD for saturation? (no gain setting ');
WRITELN('in satellite) (in dBW/m*m)');
READ(satsipfd):
WRITELN('Gain setting in satellite transponder? (in dB)');
READ( satgase);

END:

WRITELN(CHR(12»;
WRITE('Do you want to give the satellite G/T to boresight ');
WRITELN('yourself,or let the computer');
WRITELN('calculate it as described in the program manual?');
GIorCA( STASGT);
IF STASGT = 'c' THEN

BEGIN
d := 3;
WRITELN('Satellite receive antenna peak gain? (in dB)');
READ(satrapg);
WRITELN('Uplink noise temperature? (in dBK)');
READ(upnote) ;

END
ELSE

BEGIN
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'(no other earth stations using the ');

WRITELN(LBG,'same transponder!)');LINE( 2 );

BEGIN
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'total IPFD at satellite antenna');

SPACE( 24 );WRITELN(LBG,satipfdto:9:1,' dBW/m*m');
SPACE( 5 );WRITELN(LBG,'referred to the zone of the');
SPACE( 5 );WRITELN(LBG,'transmitting earth station');

END

UPLINK SATELLITE DATA

MAKING UP THE OUTPUT OF THE PROGRAM (BACK-UP FILE LBG) FOR THE }
SATELLITE RECEIVE PART }

{ CALCULATIONS FOR THE UPLINK SATELLITE, RESULTING IN A VALUE FOR }
{ THE UPLINK CiT }

73900
74000
74100
74200
74300
74400
74500
74600
74700
74800
74900
75000
75100
75200
75300
75400
75500
75600
75700
75800
75900
76000
76100
76200
76300
76400
76500
76600
76700
76800
76900
77000
77100
77200
77300
77400
77500
77600
77700
77800
77900
78000
78100
78200
78300
78400
78500
78600
78700
78800
78900
79000
79100
79200
79300
79400
79500
79600
79700
79800
79900
80000
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END:
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'G/T to boresight');

SPACE( 39 );WRITELN(LBG,satgtbo:9:1,' dB/K');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'G/T to transmitting earth station');

SPACE ( 22 );WRITELN(LBG,satgttr:9:1,' dB/K');

LINE( 2 );
WRITELN(LBG,'Sate11ite (receive)');
LINE( 1 );
IF STASGT = 'c' THEN

BEGIN
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'sate11ite receive antenna peak gain');

SPACE( 20 );WRITELN(LBG,satrapg:9:1,' dB');
END;

SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'off-axis gain loss');
SPACE( 37 );WRITELN(LBG,satoag1t:9:1,' dB');

IF STASGT = 'c' THEN
BEGIN

SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'received power');
SPACE( 41 );WRITELN(LBG,satrepo:9:1,' dBW');

END;
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'boresight IPFD for saturation (no gain)');

SPACE( 16 );WRITELN(LBG,satsipfd:9:1,' dBW/m*m');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'gain setting in satellite transponder');

SPACE( 18 );WRITELN(LBG,satgase:9:1,' dB');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'IPFD for saturation');

SPACE( 36 );WRITELN(LBG,satgsipfd:9:1,' dBW/m*m');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'input back-off');

SPACE( 41 );WRITELN(LBG,satibo:9:1,' dB');
IF STASGT = 'c' THEN

BEGIN
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'up1ink noise temperature');

SPACE( 31 );WRITELN(LBG,upnote:9:1,' dBK');

IF Down = TRUE THEN
BEGIN

WRITELN(CHR(12));
READLN;
WRITELN('Name receiving earth station?');
READ( REEST) ;
WRITE('A1titude receiving earth station above sealevel?');
WRITELN(' (in kilometers)');
READ(rea1t);
WRITE('Lattitude receiving earth station?');
WRITELN(' (in degrees NORTH)');
READ(re1at);
WRITE('Longitude receiving earth station?');
WRITELN(' (in degrees EAST)');
READ(re10ng);
REPEAT

WRITELN('Po1arization? Type L(linear) or C(circu1ar).');
READ(REPOL) ;
WHILE REPOL = ' , DO READ(REPOL);

UNTIL (REPOL = 'L') OR (REPOL = 'C');
IF Up = FALSE· THEN

BEGIN

}

dBW/K') ;

LINE( 1 );
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'up1ink CIT');

SPACE( 45 );WRITELN(LBG,upct:9:1,'
LINE( 20 - nphpa1 - a - b - c - d );

END; .

DOWNLINK BUDGET

80100
80200
80300
80400
80500
80600
80700
80800
80900
81000
81100
81200
81300
81400
81500
81600
81700
81800
81900
82000
82100
82200
82300
82400
82500
82600
82700
82800
82900
83000
83100
83200
83300
83400
83500
83600
83700
83800
83900
84000
84100
84200
84300
84400
84500
84600
84700
84800
84900
85000
85100
85200
85300
85400
85500
85600
85700
85800
85900
86000
86100
86200



86300
86400
86500
86600
86700
86800
86900
87000
87100
87200
87300
87400
87500
87600
87700
87800
87900
88000
88100
88200
88300
88400
88500
88600
88700
88800
88900
89000
89100
89200
89300
89400
89500
89600
89700
89800
89900
90000
90100
90200
90300
90400
90500
90600
90700
90800
90900
91000
91100
91200
91300
91400
91500
91600
91650
91700
91800
91900
92000
92100
92200
92300
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IF EOLN = TRUE THEN READLN;
WRITELN('Name of satellite?');
READ( SAT);
WRITELN( 'Lon~itude satellite? (in degrees EAST)'):
READ(satlong);
WRITE('Satellite ali~nment angle? (WEST to NORTH) ');
WRITELN('(in de~rees)');

READ(satalan) ;
END;

WRITELN('Downlink frequency? (in GHz)');
READ(dofreq) ;

CALCULATIONS CONCERNING THE RECEIVING EARTH STATION COORDINATES }

GROUNDSTATION( relat,(relong-satlong),realt,satalan,REPOL,
reelan,reazan,redist,repoltian );

dowale := 3.0E-1 / dofreq;

{ MAKING UP THE OUTPUT OF THE PROGRAM (BACK-UP FILE LBG) FOR THE }
{ RECEIVING EARTH STATION COORDINATES }

LINE( 5 ):
SPACE( 32 );WRITELN(LBG,'DOWNLINK BUDGET');
LINE( 2 );
WRITELN(LBG,'Receiving earth station');
LINE( 1 );
SPACE( 5 );WRITELN(LBG,REEST);
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Altitude above sealevel');

S~~CE( 32 );WRITELN(LBG,realt*1.0E3:10:2,' m');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Lattitude');

SPACE( 46 );WRITELN(LBG,relat:10:2,' deg. N');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Longitude');

SPACE( 46 );WRITELN(LBG,relong:10:2,' deg. E');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Polarization');

SPACE( 48 );IF REPOL = 'L' THEN
WRITELN(LBG,'Linear')

ELSE
WRITELN(LBG,'Circular');

LINE( 1 );
SPACE( 5 ):WRITELN(LBG,SAT);
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Longitude satellite');

SPACE( 36 );WRITELN(LBG,satlong:10:2,' deg. E');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Satellite alignment angle ');

WRITE(LBG,'( west to north )');
SPACE( 12 );WRITELN(LBG,satalan:10:2,' deg.');

LINE( 1 );
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Elevation angle');

SPACE( 40 );WRITELN(LBG,reelan:9:1,' deg.');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Azimuth angle ( east to south )');

SPACE( 24 );WRITELN(LBG,reazan:9:1,' deg.');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Distance earth station to satellite');

SPACE( 20 );WRITELN(LBG,redist:9:1,' km');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Polarization tilt angle');

WRITE(LBG,' ( west to north )');
SPACE( 14 );WRITELN(LBG,repoltian:9:1,' deg.');

LINE( 1 );
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Downlink frequency');

SPACE( 37 );WRITELN(LBG,(dofreq*1.0E3):11:3,' MHz');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Downlink wavelength');

S?ACE( 36 );WRITELN(LBG,(dowale*1.0E3):10:2,' mm');
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ELSE

sateirpre := satseirpbo - satobo - satoaglr - satiml;

satseirpbo := sathpasop + sattapg - satphpal;

IF STASEIRP = ~C~ THEN

}

LINE( 35 );

IF STAOC = ~Y~ THEN
BEGIN

IF Up = TRUE THEN
sateirppt := satipfdtr - satipfdto;

BEGIN
WRITELN(~Satellite saturated EIRP to boresight? (in dBW)~);

READ(satseirpbo);
END;

WRITELN(~Output back-off? (in dB)~);

IF UP = TRUE THEN
WRITELN(~Input back-off = ~,satibo:6:1,~ dB~);

READ(satobo);
WRITELN(~Loss due to intermodulation? (in dB)~);

READ(satiml);
WRITE(~Off-axis gain loss to receiving earth station? ~);

WRITELN(~(in dB)~);

READ( satoagl r) ;
IF Up = FALSE THEN

BEGIN
WRITE(~Are more earth stations using the same ~);

WRITELN(~transponder?~);

YESorNO(STAOC);
IF STAOC = ~Y~ THEN

BEGIN
WRITE(~Which part of total EIRP for transmitted ~);

WRITELN(~signal? (in dB)~);

READ(sateirppt);
END;

END;

WRITELN(CHR(12»;
WRITE(~Do you want to give the satellite saturated EIRP ~);

WRITELN(~to boresight yourself,~);

WRITE(~or let the computer calculate it as described in ~);

WRITELN(~the program manual?~);

GIorCA(STASEIRP);
IF STASEIRP = ~C~ THEN

BEGIN
e : = 4;
WRITELN(~Satellite HPA saturated output power? (in dBW)~);

READ(sathpasop) ;
WRITELN(~Post HPA loss? (in dB)~);

READ(satphpal) ;
WRITELN(~Satellite transmit antenna peak gain? (in dB)~);

READ(sattapg) ;
END

{ CALCULATIONS CONCERNING THE SATELLITE TRANSMIT PART RESULTING }
{ IN A VALUE FOR THE EIRP TO THE RECEIVING EARTH STATION }

{ DOWNLINK SATELLITE DATA

92400
92500
92600
92700
92800
92900
93000
93100
93200
93300
93400
93500
93600
93700
93800
93900
94000
94100
94200
94300
94400
94500
94600
94700
94800
94900
95000
95100
95200
95300
95400
95500
95600
95700
95800
95900
96000
96100
96200
96300
96400
96500
96600
96700
96800
96900
97000
97100
97200
97300
97400
97500
97600
97700
97800
97900
98000
98100
98200
98300
98400
98500
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END
ELSE

dosplo .- dofrslo + doeair;

GASABS(reelan,dofreq,dogabsatt);

}

due');
dBW') ;

END;
LINE( 1 );
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'EIRP to rece~v~ng earth station

SPACE( 20 );WRITELN(LBG,sateirptrre:9:1,'
SPACE( 10 );WRITELN(LBG,'to transmitted signal');

doeair := 10 * LOG(SQR(dowale) I (4 * Pi));

dofrslo := 10 * LOG(SQR«4 * Pi * redist * 1.0E3) I dowale));

RAINATT(reelan,repoltian,realt,dofreq,dorainatt,doextipe,
DOSTACS) ;

LINE( 1 );
END;

SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'saturated EIRP to boresight');
SPACE ( 28 );WRITELN(LBG,satseirpbo:9:1,' dBW');

SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'output back-off');
SPACE( 40 );WRITELN(LBG,satobo:9:1,' dB');

SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'loss due to intermodulation');
SPACE( 28 );WRITELN(LBG,satiml:9:1,' dB');

SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'off-axis gain loss');
SPACE( 37 );WRITELN(LBG,satoaglr:9:1,' dB');

LINE( 1 );
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'EIRP to receiving earth station');

SPACE( 24 );WRITELN(LBG,sateirpre:9:1,' dBW');
IF STAOC = 'N' THEN

BEGIN
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'(no other earth stations using the');

WRITELN(LBG,' same transponder)');

BEGIN
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'(more earth stations using the');

WRITELN(LBG,' same transponder)');

sateirptrre := sateirpre + sateirppt;
END

ELSE
sateirptrre := sateirpre;

LINE( 5 );
WRITELN(LBG,'Downlink');
LINE( 3 );
WRITELN(LBG,'Satellite (transmit)');
LINE( 1 );
IF STASEIRP = 'c' THEN

BEGIN
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'HPA saturated output power');

SPACE( 29 );WRITELN(LBG,sathpasop:9:1,' dBW');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'post HPA loss');

SPACE( 42 );WRITELN(LBG,satphpal:9:1,' dB');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'transmit antenna peak gain');

SPACE( 29 );WRITELN(LBG,sattapg:9:1,' dB');

{ CALCULATIONS CONCERNING THE DOWNPATH

{ MAKING UP THE OUTPUT OF THE PROGRAM (BACK-UP FILE LBG) FOR THE }
{ SATELLITE TRANSMITTING PART }

98600
98700
98800
98900
99000
99100
99200
99300
99400
99500
99600
99700
99800
99900

100000
100100
100200
100300
100400
100500
100600
100700
100800
100900
101000
101100
101200
101300
101400
101500
101600
101700
101800
101900
102000
102100
102200
102300
102400
102500
102600
102700
102800
102900
103000
103100
103200
103300
103400
103500
103600
103700
103800
103900
104000
104100
104200
104300
104400
104500
104600
104700



104800
104900
105000
105100
105200
105300
105400
105500
105600
105700
105800
105900
106000
106100
106200
106300
106400
106500
106600
106700
106800
106900
107000
107100
107200
107300
107400
107500
107600
107700
107800
107900
108000
108100
108200
108300
108400
108500
108600
108700
108800
108900
109000
109100
109200
109300
109400
109500
109600
109700
109800
109900
110000
110100
110200
110300
110400
110500
110600
110700
110800
110900

•
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doatmatt := dogabsatt + dorainatt;

doprlo := dofrslo + doatmatt;

reipfdtr := sateirptrre - dosplo - doatmatt;

MAKING UP THE OUTPUT OF THE PROGRAM (BACK-UP FILE LBG) FOR }
THE DOWNPATH }

LINE( 2 );
WRITELN(LBG.~Downpath~);

LINE( 1 );
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG.~free space loss~);

SPACE( 40 );WRITELN(LBG.dofrslo:9:1.~ dB~);

SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG.~effective aperture isotropic radiator~);

SPACE( 18 );WRITELN(LBG.doeair:9:1.~ dB/m*m~);

SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG.~spreading loss~);

SPACE( 41 );WRITELN(LBG.dosplo:9:1.~ dBm*m~);

SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG.~atmospheric attenuation~);

SPACE( 32 );WRITELN(LBG.doatmatt:9:1.~ dB~);

SPACE( 12 ):WRITE(LBG.~- gas absorbtion~);

SPACE( 19 );WRITELN(LBG.dogabsatt:6:1.~ dB~);

SPACE( 12 );WRITE(LBG.~- rain attenuation~);

IF DOSTACS = FALSE THEN WRITE(LBG.~ (~.doextipe:6:2.~ i. )~)

ELSE WRITE(LBG.~ (Clear sky)~);

SPACE( 4 );WRITELN(LBG.dorainatt:6:1.~ dB~);

SPACE ( 5 );WRITE(LBG~~propagation loss~);

SPACE ( 39 );WRITELN(LBC.doprlo:9:1.~ dB~);

LINE( 1 );
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG.~IPFD at receiving earth station~);

SPACE( 24 );WRITELN(LBG.reipfdtr:9:1.~ dBW/m*m~);

SPACE( 10 );WRITELN(LBG,~antenna due to transmitted signal~);

WRITELN(CHR(12»;
WRITE(~Do you want to give the G/T of the receiving ~);

WRITELN(~earth station yourself,~);

WRITE(~or let the computer calculate it as described ~);

WRITELN(~in the program manual?~);

GIorCA(STARGT);
IF STARGT = ~G~ THEN

BEGIN
WRITELN(~G/T of receiving earth station? (in dB/K)~);

READ(regt) ;
END

ELSE
BEGIN

f := 5;
WRITELN(CHR(12»;
WRITE(~Do you want to give the antenna peak gain of the ~);

WRITELN(~receive antenna yourself,~);

WRITE(~or let the computer calculate it as described ~);

WRITELN(~in the program manual?~);

GIorCA( STARAPG);
IF STARAPG = ~G~ THEN

BEGIN
WRITELN(~Receive antenna peak gain?~);

READ( reantpg);
END

ELSE
BEGIN

g := 2;



111000
1111 00
111200
111300
111400
111500
111600
111700
111800
111900
112000
112100
112200
112300
112400
112500
112600
112700
112800
112900
113000
113100
113200
113300
113400
113500
113600
113 700
113800
113900
114000
114100
114200
114300
114400
114500
114600
114700
114800
114900
115000
115100
115200
115300
115400
115500
115600
115700
115800
115900
115000
116100
116200
116300
116400
116500
116600
116700
116800
116900
117000
117100
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WRITE('Diameter antenna of receiving earth ');
WRITELN('station? (in meters)');
READ(reantdi);
WRITELN('Antenna efficiency? (0 (= n (= 1)');
READ(reanteff) ;

END;
WRITELN(CHR(12));
WRITE('Do you want to give the pointing loss of the ');
WRITELN('receive antenna yourself,');
WRITE('or let the computer calculate it ');
WRITELN('as described in the program manual?');
GIorCA( STARAPL );
IF STARAPL = 'G' THEN

BEGIN
WRITELN('Pointing loss of receive antenna? (in dB)');
READ(reantplo);

END
ELSE

BEGIN
h := 2;
WRITELN('3dB beamwidth receive antenna?(in degrees)');
READ ( reantbw);
WRITE('Pointing accuracy of receive ');
WRITELN('antenna? (in degrees)');
READ(reantpac);

END;
WRITELN(CHR(12));
WRITE('Do you want to give a specification of');
WRITELN(' the pre LNA loss,');
WRITELN('or give the total pre LNA loss?');
TOorSPE( STAPLNAL );
IF STAPLNAL = 'T' THEN

BEGIN
WRITE('Total pre LNA loss at receiving earth ');
WRITELN('station? (in dB)');
READ(replnal);

END
ELSE

BEGIN
WRITE('Number of different parts contributing to the');
WRITELN(' pre LNA loss?');
READ(nplnal);
FOR j := 1 TO nplnal DO

BEGIN
IF EOLN = TRUE THEN READLN;
WRITELN('Name of loss?');
READ(SPEPLNAL[j]);
WRITELN('Value of loss? (in dB)');
READ(vaplnal[j]);

END;
END;

WRITELN(CHR(12));
WRITE('Do you want to give the total system noise ');
WRITELN('temperature at the LNA input');
WRITE('yourself, or let the computer calculate it ');
WRITELN('as described in the program manual?');
GIorCA( STASNT);
IF STASNT = 'T' THEN

BEGIN
WRITE('System noise temperature at the LNA ');
WRITELN('input? (in dBK)');
READ(resnt);



117200
117300
117400
117500
117600
117700
117800
117900
118000
118100
118200
118300
118400
118500
118600
118700
118800
118900
119000
119100
119200
119300
119400
119500
119600
119700
119800
119900
120000
120100
120200
120300
120400
120500
120600
120700
120800
120900
121000
121100
121200
121300
121400
121500
121600
121700
121800
121900
122000
122100
122200
122300
122400
122500
122600
122700
122800
122900
123000
123100
123200
123300
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END

ELSE
BEGIN

p := 6;
WRITELN('LNA noise figure? (in dB)');
READ(relnanf) ;
WRITE('Part (p) of antenna radiation pattern ');
WRITELN('directed to the ground? (0<= p <=1)');
READ( repagr);
WRITE('Galactic noise temperature for downlink ');
WRITELN('(in K)');
READ(dogantl);

END;
END;

WRITELN(CHR(12»;
IF Up = FALSE THEN

BEGIN
IF EOLN = TRUE THEN READLN;
WRITELN('Uplink CIT? (in dBW/K)');
WRITE('(if only the noise in the downlink is to be ');
WRITELN('considered, press return!)');
IF EOLN = TRUE THEN

STAUCT := FALSE
ELSE

BEGIN
q := 3;
READ(upct);

END;
END;

WRITELN('Bitrate on satellite link? (in kbit/s)');
READ(birasll) ;
IF EOLN = TRUE THEN READLN;
WRITELN('Is coding used?');
YESorNO(STACOD);
IF EOLN = TRUE THEN READLN;
WRITELN('Total carrier to interference ratio (C/I) ? (in dB)');
WRITELN('(if not to be considered, press return!)');
I F UP :: TRUE THEN

WRITELN('Input back-off = ',satibo:6:1,' dB');
IF EOLN = TRUE THEN

STACIR := FALSE
ELSE

BEGIN
r := 2;
READ(caifra) ;

END;

{ CALCULATIONS CONCERNING THE RECEIVING EARTH STATION RESULTING }
{ IN A 'VALUE FOR Eb/No OR Eb/No+I }
{ ( Es/No OR Es/(No+I) IF CODING IS USED ) }

IF STARGT = 'c' THEN
BEGIN

IF STARAPG = 'c' THEN
reantpg := 10 * LOG(reanteff * SQR«Pi*reantdi)/dowale»;

IF STARAPL = 'c' THEN
BEGIN

rplo := (1 - (I/SQRT(2») * SQR«2*reantpac)/reantbw);
reantplo := -20 * LOG( 1 - rplo );



123400
123500
123600
123700
123800
123900
124000
124100
124200
124300
124400
124500
124600
124700
124800
124900
125000
125100
125200
125300
125400
125500
125600
125700
125800
125900
126000
126100
126200
126300
126400
126500
126600
126700
126800
126900
127000
127100
127200
127300
127400
127500
127600
127700
127800
127900
128000
128100
128200
128300
128400
128500
128600
128700
128800
128900
129000
129100
129200
129300
129400
129500
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END;
IF STAPLNAL = ~S~ THEN

SOM( nplnal,vaplnal,replnal );
rerepo := sateirptrre - doprlo + reantpg - reantplo;

IF STASNT = ~C~ THEN
BEGIN

replnall :s EXP(LNI0 * (replnal / 10»;
doatmattl := EXP(LN10 * (doatmatt / 10»;
101 := doatmattl * replnall;
ntgal := (dogantl * (1 - repagr» / 101;
ntaal := 260 * (1 - repagr) * (doatmattl - 1) / 101;
ntgrl := 290 * repagr / replnall;
ntalil := ntgal + ntaal + ntgrl;
ntplll := 290 * «replnall - 1) / replnall);
relnanfl := EXP(LNI0 * (relnanf / 10»;
ntlnal := 290 * (relnanfl - 1);
ntsysl := ntplll + ntlnal;
resnt := 10 * LOG(ntalil + ntsysl);

END;

regt := reantpg - reantplo - replnal - resnt;

END;

doct := sateirptrre - doprlo + regt;

IF STAUCT = TRUE THEN
BEGIN

liunb := upct - doct;
upctl := EXP(LNI0 * (upct / 10»;
doctl := EXP(LNI0 * (doct / 10»;
ovctl := 1 / «I/upctl) + (l/doctl»;

ovct := 10 * LOG(ovctf);
END

ELSE
ovct := doct;

canora := ovct - Bc;
birasl := 10 * LOG(birasll * 1.0E+3);
sinora := canora - birasl;

IF STACIR = TRUE THEN
BEGIN

caifral := EXP(LNI0 * (caifra / 10»;
sinoral := EXP(LNI0 * (sinora / 10»;
sinoifral :=1 / «1 / caifral) + (1 / sinoral»;

sinoifra := 10 * LOG(sinoifral);
END;

{ MAKING UP THE OUTPUT (BACK-UP FILE LBG) FOR THE RECEIVING EARTH }
{ STATION. }

LINE( 2 );
WRITELN(LBG,~Receivingearth station~);

LINE( 1 );
IF STARGT = ~C~ THEN

BEGIN
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,~antenna peak gain~);

SPACE( 38 );WRITELN(LBG.reantpg:9:1.~ dB~);



129600
129700
129800
129900
130000
130100
130200
130300
130400
130500
130600
130700
130800
130900
131000
131100
131200
131300
131400
131500
131600
131700
131800
131900
132000
132100
132200
132300
132400
132500
132600
132700
132800
132900
133000
133100
133200
133300
133400
133500
133600
133700
133800
133900
134000
134100
134200
134300
134400
134500
134600
134700
134800
134900
135000
135100
135200
135300
135400
135500
135600
135700
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IF STARAPG = 'c' THEN
BEGIN

SPACE( 12 );WRITE(LBG,'- antenna diameter');
SPACE( 18 );WRITELN(LBG,reantdi:6:2,' m');

SPACE( 12 );WRITE(LBG,'- antenna efficiency');
SPACE( 16 );WRITELN(LBG,reanteff:6:2);

END;
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'pointing loss');

SPACE( 42 );WRITELN(LBG,reantplo:9:1,' dB');
IF STARAPL = 'c' THEN

BEGIN
SPACE( 12 );WRITE(LBG,'- antenna beamwidth');

SPACE( 18 );WRITELN(LBG,reantbw:5:2,' deg.');
SPACE( 12 );WRITE(LBG,'- antenna pointing accuracy');

SPACE( 10 );WRITELN(LBG,reantpac:5:2,' deg.');
END;

SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'pre LNA loss');
SPACE( 43 );WRITELN(LBG,replnal:9:1,' dB');

IF STAPLNAL = 'S' THEN
FOR j := 1 TO nplnal DO

BEGIN
SPACE( 12 );WRITE(LBG,'- ',SPEPLNAL[j]);
SPACE( 8 );WRITELN(LBG,vaplnal[j]:6:1,' dB');

END;
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'received power');

SPACE( 41 );WRITELN(LBG,rerepo:9:1,' dBW');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'system noise temperature ');

WRITE(LBG,'(at LNA input)');
SPACE( 16 );WRITELN(LBG,resnt:9:1,' dBK');

IF STASNT = 'c' THEN
BEGIN

WRITELN(LBG) ;
SPACE( 12 );WRITE(LBG,'noise source');SPACE( 15 );

WRITELN(LBG,'noise temp.(at LNA input)');
SPACE( 12 );WRITE(LBG,'- galaxy');

SPACE( 27 );WRITELN(LBG,ntgal:6:1,' K');
SPACE( 12 );WRITE(LBG,'- atmosphere');

SPACE( 23 );WRITELN(LBG,ntaal:6:1,' K');
SPACE( 12 );WRITE(LBG,'- ground');

SPACE( 27 );WRITELN(LBG,ntgrl:6:1,' K');
SPACE( 12 );WRITE(LBG,'- pre LNA loss');

SPACE( 21 );WRITELN(LBG,ntplll:6:1,' r);
SPACE( 12 );WRITE(LBG,'- LNA');

SPACE( 30 );WRITELN(LBG,ntlnal:6:1,' K');
SPACE( 12 );FOR 0 := 1 TO 45 DO

WRITE(LBG,' ');
WRITELN( LBG); -
SPACE( 57 );WRITELN(LBG,' +');

SPACE( 47 );
WRITELN(LBG,(ntalil + ntsysl):6:1,' K');

END;
END;

LINE( 20 - e - f - g - h - p - nplnal );

LINE( 5 );
WRITELN(LBG,'Receiving earth station (continued)');
LINE( 1 );
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'G/T to satellite');

SPACE( 39 );WRITELN(LBG,regt:9:1,' dB/K');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'downlink CIT');

SPACE( 43 );WRITELN(LBG,doct:9:1,' dBW/K');
IF STAUCT = TRUE THEN



BEGIN
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'uplink CIT');

SPACE( 45 );WRITELN(LBG,upct:9:1,' dBW/K');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'link-unbalance ((C/T)up - (C/T)do)');

SPACE( 21 );WRITELN(LBG,liunb:9:1,' dB');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'overall CIT');

SPACE( 44 );WRITELN(LBG,ovct:9:1,' dBW/K');

135800
135900
136000
136100
136200
136300
136400
136500
136600
136700
136800
136900
137000
137100
137200
137300
137400
137500
137600
137700
137800
137900
138000
138100
138200
138300
138400
133500
138600
138700
138800
138900
139000
139100
139200
139300
139400
139500
139600
139700
139800
139900
140000
140100
140200
140300
140400
140500
140600
140700
140800
140900
141000
141100
141200
141300
141400
141500
141600
141700
141800
141900
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END;
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Boltzmann constant');

SPACE( 37 );WRITELN(LBG,Bc:9:1,' dBW/HzK');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'C/No');

SPACE( 51 );WRITELN(LBG,canora:9:1,' dBHz');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'bitrate on satellite link');

SPACE ( 30 );WRITELN(LBG,birasl:9:1,' dBHz');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'received ');

IF STACOD = 'y' THEN WRITE(LBG,'Es/No')
ELSE WRITE(LBG.'Eb/No');

SPACE( 41 );WRITELN(LBG,sinora:9:1,' dB');
IF STACIR = TRUE THEN

BEGIN
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'C/I');

SPACE ( 52 );WRITELN(LBG,caifra:9:1,' dB');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'received '); .

IF STACOD = 'Y' THEN WRITE(LBG,'Es/(No+I)')
ELSE WRITE(LBG,'Eb/(No+I)');

SPACE( 37 );WRITELN(LBG,sinoifra:9:1,' dB');
END;

DEMODULATION AND DECODING

WRITELN(CHR(12));
WRITELN('Bit error rate (BER) target? (in dB)');
READ ( bertar) ;
IF EOLN = TRUE THEN READLN;
WRITELN('Kind of modulation?');
READ(MODKI) ;
WRITELN('Eb/No theoretical? (in dB)');
READ(benora);
IF STACOD ~ 'Y' THEN

BEGIN
IF EOLN = TRUE THEN READLN;
WRITELN('Kind of coding?');
READ ( CODKI) ;
IF EOLN ~ TRUE THEN READLN;
WRITELN('Kind of decoding?');
READ( DECKI) ;
WRITELN('Coding rate? (in dB)');
READ(codra) ;
WRITELN('Coding gain (net:o)? (in dB)');
READ(codga) ;

END;
WRITELN(CHR(12));
WRITE('Do you want to give the necessary');
IF STACOD = 'Y' THEN WRITE(' Es/(No+I) ')

ELSE WRITE(' Eb/(No+I) ');
W~ITELN('at the receiver input to achieve');
WRITE('the BER target yourself, or let the ');
WRITELN('computer calculate it as described');
WRITELN('in the program manual?');
GIorCA( STAENN) ;
IF STAENN = 'G' THEN

BEGIN

}



ELSE

ELSE

{ MAKING UP THE OUTPUT (BACK-UP FILE LBG) FOR THE DEMODULATION }
{ AND DECODING }

B-35
IF STACOD = 'y' THEN WRITE('Es/(No+I) ')

ELSE WRITE('Eb/(No+I) ');
WRITELN('necessary to achieve BER target?');
READ ( sinoran) ;

END

}

LINE( 2 );
WRITELN(LBG,'Demodulation and decoding');
LINE( 1 );
SPACE ( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'bit error rate(BER) target');

SPACE( 29 );WRITELN(LBG,bertar:9:1,' dB');
WRITELN( LBG);
SPACE ( 5 );WRITELN(LBG,MODKI);

BEGIN
WRITE('Do you want to specify the degradation or give ');
WRITELN('the total degradation?');
TOorSPE(STADEG);
IF STADEG = 'T' THEN

BEGIN
WRITELN('Total degradation? (in dB)');
READ (todeg) ;

END

BEGIN
WRITE('Number of different parts contributing to the');
WRITELN(' degradation?');
READ(ndeg) ;
FOR 0 := 1 TO ndeg DO

BEGIN
IF EOLN = TRUE THEN READLN;
WRITELN('Name of degradation?');
READ(SPEDEG[o]);
WRITELN('Value of degradation? (in dB)');
READ ( vadeg [0] );

END;
END;

END;

IF STACIR = TRUE THEN
margin := sinoifra - sinoran

ELSE
margin := sinora - sinoran;

IF STAENN = 'G' THEN
todeg := sinoran - sinorac

ELSE
BEGIN

IF STADEG = 'S' THEN
SOM( ndeg,vadeg,todeg );

sinoran := sinorac + todeg;
END;

IF STACOD = 'Y' THEN
sinorac := benora - codga + codra

ELSE
sinorac := benora;

{ CALCULATIONS CONCERNING THE DEMODULATION AND DECODING

142000
142100
142200
142300
142400
142500
142600
142700
142800
142900
143000
143100
143200
143300
143400
143500
143600
143700
143800
143900
144000
144100
144200
144300
144400
144500
144600
144700
144800
144900
145000
145100
145200
145300
145400
145500
145600
145700
145800
145900
146000
146100
146200
146300
146400
146500
146600
146700
146800
146900
147000
147100
147200
147300
147400
147500
147600
147700
147800
147900
148000
148100



148200
148300
148400
148500
148600
148700
148800
148900
149000
149100
149200
149300
149400
149500
149600
149700
149800
149900
150000
150100
150200
150300
150400
150500
150600
150700
150800
150900
151000
151100
151200
151300
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SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'Eb/No theoretical');
SPACE ( 38 );WRITELN(LBG,benora:9:1,' dB');

IF STACOD = 'Y' THEN
BEGIN

WRITELN(LBG) ;
SPACE ( 5 );WRITELN(LBG,CODKI);
SPACE( 5 );WRITELN(LBG,DECKI);
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'coding rate');

SPACE( 44 );WRITELN(LBG,codra:9:1,' dB');
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'coding gain');

SPACE( 44 );WRITELN(LBG,codga:9:1,' dB');
END;

WRITELN(LBG) ;
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'degradation');

SPACE( 44 );WRITELN(LBG,todeg:9:1,' dB');
IF STAENN = 'C' THEN

IF STADEG = 's' THEN
FOR 0 := 1 TO ndeg DO

BEGIN
SPACE( 12 );WRITE(LBG,'- ',SPEDEG[o));
SPACE ( 7 );WRITELN(LBG,vadeg[o):9:1,' dB');

END;
SPACE( 5 );IF STACOD = 'Y' THEN WRITE(LBG,'Es/(No+I) ')

ELSE WRITE(LBG,'Eb/(No+I) ');
WRITE(LBG,'necessary');
SPACE( 36 );WRITELN(LBG,sinoran:9:1,' dB');

WRITELN( LBG);
SPACE( 5 );WRITE(LBG,'margin');

SPACE ( 49 );WRITELN(LBG,margin:9:1,' dB');
END;

CLOSE(LBG,CRUNCH);
END.
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B4 Example of program output

UPLINK BUDGET

Transmitting earth station

Eindhoven,EUT
Altitude above sealevel
Lattitude
Longitude
Polarization

ECS-2
Longitude satellite
Satellite alignment angle ( west to north )

Elevation angle
Azimuth angle ( east to south )
Distance earth station to satellite
Polarization tilt angle ( west to north )

Uplink frequency
Uplink wavelength

17.00 m
51.45 deg. N

5.50 deg. E
Linear

7.00 deg. E
-3.50 deg.

31.1 deg.
178.1 deg.

38515.1 km
-2.3 deg.

14041.667 MHz
21.36 mm
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Uplink

Transmitting earth station

HPA max. power
output back-off
post HPA loss

- feeder loss
- filter loss

antenna peak ~ain

- antenna diameter
- antenna efficiency

pointing loss

EIRP

Uppath

0.7 dB
0.3 dB

8.00 m
0.75

11.8
3.3
l.0

60.2

0.2

67.4

dBW
dB
dB

dB

dB

dBW

free space loss
effective aperture isotropic radtator
spreading loss
atmospheric attenuation

- gas absorbtion
- rain attenuation ( 1.00 % )

propagation loss

IPFD at satellite antenna due to
transmitted signal

total IPFD at satellite antenna
referred to the zone of the
transmitting earth station

Satellite (receive)

off-axis gain loss
boresight IPFD for saturation (no gain)
gain setting in satellite transponder
IPFD for saturation
input back-off
G/T to boresight
G/T to transmitting earth station

uplink CIT

0.2
0.1

dB
dB

207.1
-44.4
162.7

0.2

207.3

-95.5

-87.1

1.0
-81.1

0.0
-80.1

7.0
1. a
0.0

-139.9

dB
dB/m*m
dBm*m
dB

dB

dBW/m*m

dBW/m*m

dB
dBW/m*m
dB
dBW/m*m
dB
dB/K
dB/K

dBW/K
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DOWNLINK BUDGET

Receiving earth station

Amsterdam.VN
Altitude above sealevel
Lattitude
Longitude
Polarization

ECS-2
Longitude satellite
Satellite alignment angle ( west to north )

Elevation angle
Azimuth angle ( east to south )
Distance earth station to satellite
Polarization tilt angle ( west to north)

Downlink frequency
Downlink wavelength

0.00 m
52.35 deg. N
4.81 deg. E

Linear

7.00 deg. E
-3.50 deg.

30.1 deg.
177.2 deg.

38602.9 km
-1.8 deg.

12541.667 MHz
23.92 mm
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Downlink

Satellite (transmit)

saturated EIRP to boresight
output back-off
loss due to intermodulation
off-axis gain loss

EIRP to receiving earth station
(more earth stations using the same transponder)

EIRP to receiving earth station due
to transmitted signal

Downpath

42.8 dBW
2.5 dB
0.0 dB
1.5 dB

38.8 dBW

30.4 dBW

free space loss
effective aperture isotropic radiator
spreading loss
atmospheric attenuation

- gas absorbtion
- rain attenuation ( 1.00 % )

propagation loss

IPFD at receiving earth station
antenna due to transmitted signal

Receiving earth station

206.1 dB
-43.4 dB/m*m
162.7 dBm*m

0.2 dB
0.2 dB
0.0 dB

206.3 dB

-132.5 dBW/m*m

antenna peak gain
- antenna diameter
- antenna efficiency

pointing loss
pre LNA loss

- feeder loss
- filter loss

received power
system noise temperature (at LNA

noise source
- galaxy
- atmosphere
- ground
- pre LNA loss
- LNA

49.5 dB
3.00 m
0.57

0.2 dB
1.0 dB

0.6 dB
0.4 dB

-126.7 dBW
input) 23.9 dBK

noise temp.(at LNA input)
3.8 K
9.4 K
2.3 K

59.6 K
169.6 K

+
244.7 K
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Receiving earth station (continued)

G/T to satellite
downlink CIT
uplink CIT
link-unbalance «C/T)up - (C/T)do)
overall CIT
Boltzmann constant
C/No
bitrate on satellite link
received Es/No
e/I
received Es/(No+I)

Demodulation and decoding

24.4
-151.6
-139.9

11.7
-151.9
-228.6

76.7
66.1
10.6
14.5

9.1

dB/K
dBW/K
dBW/K
dB
dBW/K
dBW/HzK
dBHz
dBHz
dB
dB
dB

bit error rate(BER) target

QPSK modulation
Eb/No theoretical

FEC encoding (convolutional)
VITERBI decoding (soft decision)
coding rate
coding gain

degradation
Es/(No+I) necessary

margin

-80.0 dB

12.0 dB

-3.0 dB
5.8 dB

1.9 dB
5.1 dB

4.0 dB



Appendix C

C-1

Survey of link budget tesul ts

In this appendix groups of similar links are discussed on one page A4

to give a comparison of the possible links.

C-2 APOLLO; using necessary transponder power;

Basic Service ('fable 6.1 A and B)

C-3 APOLLO; using maximlDll permitted transponder power;

Basic Service (Table 6. 1 C and D)

C-4 DOCDATA, APOLLO compatible (Table 6. 1 E and F)

C-5 DOCDATA; single user of ECS/SMS transponder

(Table 6.2 A and B)

C-6 DOCDATA; single user of ECS primary transponder

(Table 6.2 C and D)

C-7 DOCDATA testbed; Eindhoven loop back (Table 7.1 A,B and C)

C-8 DOCDATA; Eindhoven loop back using 12.6% of the available

transponder power as necessary for the ECS/SMS transponder

when the receive earth station figure of merit is G/T= 20.5 dB/K

(Table 7.1 D,E and F).



transmit-and-receive

earth station

existing ECS/~S transmit

and-receive earth stations

- add on APOLLO equipment

(DSC, SAC)

APOLLO; using necessary transponder

power (table 6.1 A and B)

BASIC SFRVICE

'=-----Q=
!I\

receive-only earth station

- received Eb/N =7.1 dB
o

margin 1 dB
-6BER < 10 for 99% of the

time

coverage zone
1 3

clear sky
G/T 20.5dB/K 22.5ill3/}

- bitrate on satellite link:

3276.8 kbit/s
Satellite

ECS

-SMS transponder

- 10% transponder power

necessary for required

system performance

anteIUla
2.Om

diameter
2.5m

n
I

N

transmit

and-receive

earth station

receive-only

earth station



receive-only earth station

- received Eb/N =7. ldBo
margin 1dB

-6BER < 10 for 99 % of the time

transmit-and-receive earth

station

- existing ECS/SMS

transmit-and-receive earth

stations

add on APa~LO equipment

- bit rate on satellite

link: 3276.8 kbit/s

APOLLO; using maximum permitted

transponder power (14%)

(table 6.1 C and D) BASIC SERVICE

satellite

necessary

clear sky

G/T

coverage zone
1 3

18.9dB/K 20.9dn/K

ECS

-SMS transponder

-14% transponder power

anteIU1a

diameter
1. 7m 2.1m

n
I
~

transmit

and-receive

earth station

receive-only

earth station



receive-only earth station

coverage zone

- received Eb/N ;9.1 dB
o

margin 1 dB

BER< lO-8for 99% of the time

- same receive-only earth

stations as for APOLLO

n
I

-Po

31

20.5dB/K 22.5dB/K

2.0m 2.5m
diameter

antefilla

clear sky

G/T
ECS

-SMS transponder

- 17% transponder power
-8necessary for BER < 10

satellite

OOCDATA, APOLLO compatible
(table 6.1 E and F)transmit-ancl-receive earth

station

same earth stations as

for APOLlD

- 2.3 dB higher EIRP

necessary for higher

systan pcrfonnance

- bit rate on satellite

link: 3276.8 kbit/s

transmit

and-receive

earth station

receive-only

earth station



receive-only earth station

coverage zone

3

necessary

clear sky 10.3dB/K 12.3dB/K

- received Eb/N =9.1 dBo
margin 1 dB

-8BER < 10 for 99% of the time

n
I

U10.75m0.6Om
diameter

antenna

satellite

ECS

- SMS transponder

- near to saturation

- using total available

transponder power

DOCDATA; sIngle user of ECS/SMS

transponder

(table 6.2 A and B)

~.----Q=
Il\.

necessary

- high EIRP to bring

transponder near to

saturation

- bit rate on satellite link:

4096 kbit/s

existing ECS/SMS transmit

and-receive earth stations

- add on DSC

- no SAP and thus no SAC

transmit-and-receive earth

station

transmit

and-receive

earth station

receive-only

earth station



transmi t·-and-receive earth

station

- same IF equipment (Channel

Unit) as for ECS/~

transponder

- RF equipment for ECS primary

frequency

- high EIRP to bring

transponder near to

saturation

- bitrate on satellite link:

4096 kbit/s

trafLCimit

and-receive

earth station

DOCDATA; single user of ECS primary

transponder (Table 6.2 C and D)

, n
- ~~

11\

satellite

ECS

- primary transponder

- Eurobeam antenna for

transmit as well as

receive

- near to saturation

- using total available

transponder power

receive-only earth station

- receivpd Eb/N =9.1 dB
0

margin 1 dB
-8 99% of the tunlBER< 10 for

- centre edge

of of

beam coverage

necessary

clear sky 9.1dB/K 17.0dB/k
n

G/T I
Q\

antenna

0.6Orn 1.4Sm

diameter

receive-only

earth station



transmit earth station

Eindhoven

8m antenna/Sm (20/30GHz)

- IF equipment according to

ECS/SMS specifications

- RF equipnent depending on

transponder uplink

frequentie band

DOCDAl~ testbed; Eindhoven loop back

(table 7.1 A,B and C)

satellite

necessary

transponder transponder

power

receive earth station

Eindhoven

received Eb/NO=9.1 dB

margin 1 dB

BER < 10- 8 for 99% of the

time

- 3m antenna

-IF equipment according to

ECS/SMS specifications

- RF equipment depending on

transponder downlink

frequency band

n
I

--1

transmit

earth station

Eindhoven

ECS/~1S S%

Olympus/SSP 3%

Olyrnpus-20/30 GHz 1%

(SSP: video conference mode)

receive

earth station

Eindhoven



receive earth station

2.0Om 1.S0m 0.60m

n
I

00

18.2 14.1

dB/k dB/k

Olympus

SSP 20/30Cllz

receive

earth station

ECS

SMS

antenna

necessary 20.S

clear sky

G/T dB/k

- received Eb/N =9.1 dBo
margin 1 dB

BER < 10-8 for 99% of the

time

dimneter

ECS

- SMS transponder

Olympus

- SSP (video conference)

- 20/30 GHz transponder

- 12.6% of available

transponder power

{necessary for Eindhoven

using ECS/SMS and

G/T=20. S dB/K)

satellite

DOCDA1~; Eindhoven loop back using 12.6%

of the available transponder power

(tabl~.1 D,E and Q_----~-

11\

transmit

earth station

transmit earth station

EinJhoven

8m antenna/Sm (20/30 GHz)

- IF equipment according to

ECS/SMS specificatio~5

- RF equipnent depending on

transponder uplink

frequency band

(also for receive

earth station)
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